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By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
A citizens' group submitted
3,271 signatures Monday to the
Calloway County Fiscal Court in
hopes of changing the method of
funding for the new jail.
"It seemed like a good time to
submit them," said Kathy Lyons,
publicist for the Calloway County
Association of Concerned Citizens. "We have well over the
minimum number of signatures
required."
The group made its presentation following the adjournment of
the fiscal court's special meeting.
According to the cover .sheet
presented to the court, the signatures represent more than 44.5
percent of the average number of
voters in the last four general
elections.
The group has been collecting
signatures since March 1 to
request that the fiscal court create
a special taxing district that
would impose an ad valorem tax
to provide for the construction
and the necessary equipping of
the jail.
The fiscal court has agreed to
place an ad valorem property tax
on the November ballot as a
funding option for the jail, but if
it fails, a 9 percent insurance premium tax will immediately be
levied.
In addition, the fiscal court's
version of the tax would be used
for the construction, operation
and maintenance of a new jail as
long as the debt remains.
Both ad valorem tax proposals
would be 8 cents per $100 of
assessed value.
According to the documents
presented by the citizens' group,
"the advantage of forming this
taxing district over the ad val-

"The court will
have to consider it,
but we are waiting
for Warren Hopkins
(assistant county
attorney) to advise
us."
J.D. Williams
(County judge/executive)

orem tax that you (the court)
have placed on the ballot is that
the entire 8 cents must be applied
to the debt incurred in building
and equipping the jail."
In addition to the signatures,
the group presented a plan of service for the taxing district
required by statute that included
several provisions such as:
*The detention facility should
contain adequate space for the
sheriff's department.
•A certified corrections consultant should determine the most
cost efficient means of meeting
the future needs of the county,
the best site for locating these
facilities and the most efficient
means of financing the construction of these facilities.
•A licensed architect should be
hired to design the facilities, a
qualified local contractor should
oversee the construction and local
subcontractors should be used
whenever possible.
•The board of the taxing district will consult with the corrections department on the most
cost-effective means of financing
the project.
See Page 2
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THROUGH THEIR PACES: Julie Seeteldt drum major for the Calloway County High School band, marks time while band members
practice their routine at Monday's band camp at the high school.

Story: Engineering rekindles rivalry
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
debate over whether Paducah or
Murray should win a new engineering program has caused a
potentially irreparable rift
between the rival western Kentucky cities, observers say.
The latest dispute is over
whether to establish a program to
train engineers for Western Kentucky at Paducah Community
College or to rely on an enhanced
engineering program at Murray
State University.
The Council on Higher Education is assessing both proposals
and will make a recommendation
to the General Assembly.

Paducah's proposal involves a
$9 million facility, and includes
enhancing the college's library,
computer systems and
laboratories.
Students could pursue chemical
and mechanical engineering
degrees on campus through a socalled "2+2" program — two
years of instruction from the
community college followed by
two years from UK, either by
television 'or by eight instructors
to be assigned to Paducah.
UK has asked the state to fund
the proposed $1.5 million annual
operating budget.
Murray State has countered by

Hazel
council
may close
Gilbert alley
By JIM MANANES
Staff Writer
In two separate motions Monday, the Hazel City Commission
voted to close a public access
alley behind a row of businesses
on Highway 641.
The closure would start at the
rear of Memory Lane Antiques
south to Gilbert Street arid from
Gilbert Street south to State Line
Road.
In the first motion, the commission was presented with a letter from attorney Stephen Sanders representing Jimmy Gallimore, in which Gallimore
requested the closure north to
Gilbert Street.
"I think the safest thing to do
is to stay away from closures
without good reason, but this
alley has encroachments all the
way down to State Line Road,"
Mayor Dan Farris said.
See, Page 2

forging an engineering link with
Senate President John "Eck"
the University of Louisville, Rose of Winchester said recently
where its graduates will go to
that the dispute was blocking
pursue a master's degree. It also
action on construction projects'
proposed that UK offer the same
elsewhere in the state.
engineering courses at Murray
"In my judgment, there will
that Paducah Community College
never be another major capital
wants, an idea UK has rejected. project built in this state until the
Murray supporters say it would
situation there in Paducah and
be wasteful to build and operate
Murray is settled," Rose said.
new facilities in Paducah when
Said Sen. Jeff Green of MayMurray already has a new $10
field, a Murray supporter:
million technology center.
"This has given the region a
In the mean time, the power
black eye in Frankfort."
communities
two
structures in the
Murray State President Kern
have feuded to the point where
Alexander said the community
the rest of the state is taking
notice.
• See Page 2
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FIRST CUT: Lynn ByeHy and Daniel Henson cb1 toDacco or the first time Monday afternoon in southwest Calloway County.

According to figures presented
Monday to the Calloway County
Fiscal Court, a lawsuit with a
citizens' group has caused more
than $16,000 of delays to the jail
project.
"Some time ago, I asked the
contractors to make a list of
expenses incurred because of the
delay and I received four
responses," said Jim Woodrum,
president of Architecture Plus,
Inc., which is the company hired
by the county to design and manage the project.
Delays totaling $16,656.17
were noted by Hill Electric,
Black's Decorating, Weber
Equipment and Gibson Piping,
Inc.
The county attorney is
expected to examine the
documentation and verify the

increases.
The Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens filed a
lawsuit in late March against the
fiscal court because it wants a
review of the manner in which
decisions regarding the jail project have been made.
In addition, Woodrum said the
bid for the structural steel package, which was awarded Monday
to Cleaver Construction, was substantially more than the $54,000
that had been estimated. After
discussing the bid with the company, Woodrum said the cost
dropped from $108,538 to
$93,529.
As of Aug. 7, the project cost
is estimated at $3,874,251.31,
which is $79,590 more than anticipated. An estimate in March
had targeted the cost at
•
O See Page 2
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Murray man in intensive care •Hazel...
By JIM ilAHANES
Stan Writer
A Murray man remains in
intensive care at Western Baptist
Hospital following a traffic accident Monday on Highway 94
Rick Henninger, 25, of 906
Broad St., is listed in serious but
stable condition.
Henninger's vehicle was driven
by Timothy K. Roberts, 25, of
100 S. 13th St., and initial police
reports said the car left the road
at a high rate of speed.
The car knocked over a street
sign, slid 326 feet and came to
rest on a fire plug.
When police arrived at the

scene, they found Roberts outside
the vehicle and Henninger in the
back seat.
Henninger was taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and later transferred to Western Baptist Hospital with facial
fractures and severe head
injuries.
Roberts was transported to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and was admitted for overnight observation. He was
charged with his fourth DUI, second offense of driving on a suspended license, first degree wanton endangerment and refusal to
Lake an alcohol concentration or
substance test.

•Delay...
FROM PAGE 1
53,784,581.
"If we don't use the $50,000
that has been placed in contingencies, it can be used to pay a
portion of the difference," Woodrum said. "When we get closer to
the end, we will know what is
needed."
In other business, the court:
*Gave Williams the authority
to sign deductions on change
orders for the project, which
means he can authorize the
removal of sales tax to expedite
the purchase of materials.

Fringe Benefits

*Gave Williams the authority
to sign requests totaling 510,000
over the scope of the project if
there is not enough time for a
special fiscal court meeting.
"This is necessary when we
need materials to be delivered
immediately or there will be a
delay in the project," Woodrum
said.
The court will meet in regular
session at 1:30 p.m. Thursday at
the Weaks Center.

PAGE 1

fears the Paducah proposal is
really the first step to establishing
a rival four-year university in
western Kentucky.
Two months before Gov. Brereton Jones was elected governor
in 1991, he met with Paducah
supporters to discuss local economic priorities. Notes about the
meeting, on the letterhead of
Jones' McCracken County contact person, James Anthony
"Tony" Page, listed the top
priority as a "state-funded four-
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FROM PAGE 1
*The board will seek all sources of revenue and apply for
every state grant relating to the
financing of detention facilities.
*The tax will be removed and
the district will be dissolved
when the debt incurred by constructing and equipping the project is paid.
•When appointments to the
community improvement _board
are made by the judge/executive,
the nominees must be among
those citizens signing the petition
asking that the special district be
created.
•The taxing district will
include all of Calloway County,
which according to a 1990 census
report has a population of 30,735.
"My understanding is that I am
to verify the signatures as those
of registered voters in Calloway
County and I also need to check
for double signatures," said Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey.
Coursey will be required to
match signatures from the peti-

"Discussed plans for a German
folk band to make a stop in Hazel
on a Rational tour.
The visit is part of a cultural
exchange program started by a
local resident who spent time in
Germany while in the Army.
The band will perform for the
city Aug. 27 at 3 p.m.
"I'd like to present them with a
key to the city since it is the
group's 125th anniversary," Farris said.
*Went into closed session to
review and prioritize 15 applications submitted by residents who
want a part of $250,000 in state
grant money.
.che money is provided by the
Kentucky Housing Authonty and
is set aside for home renovation
projects within the city.
Each household is allotted
$25,000 for repairs and renovations if needed.
Eligibility for the project
depends on resident's income,
length of residency and extent of
repairs. Elderly and disabled
applicants will be accepted first.
Applications will then be
accepted on a "comparative
need" basis.

Lion with those listed in the voting registry. The petition required
a signature, an address and a
date.
"It would have been easier if I
had the social security number
because it could be run on computer," Coursey said. "I saw one
or two that were hard to read, but
I will do my best to get this done
as quickly as possible."
Coursey said he plans to begin
the verification process Tuesday
morning.
"I will do the majority myself
so I won't have to pull anyone
away from doing counter work,"
Coursey said.
Although the fiscal court is
scheduled to meet at 1 p.m.
Thursday, consideration of the
petition has not been placed on
the agenda, according to Rita
Burton, secretary to County
Judge/Executive J.D. Williams.
"The court will have to consider it, but we arc waiting for Warren Hopkins (assistant county
attorney) to advise us," Williams
said.

Candidates announce
amounts of war chest
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic gubernatorial nominee Paul Patton has raised more
than $400,000 for his campaign,
but slightly less than 5300,000
showed up on his latest finance
report. The Republicans accused
him of trickery.
"No trickery," responded Patton finance director Bill Beam
Jr., just a huge volume of small
contributors and very slow computer software for reporting all
the information required about
each giver.
Patton's reported figure is just
$926 short of the $300,000
threshold that two candidates for
governor must reach before any
slate can get a $2-for-$1 matching subsidy from the state.

Larry Forgy confirmed officially Monday that his campaign
has hit the effective fund-raising
limit of $600,000.
This is not the first time the
Patton campaign has blamed the
state's software for delays in getting all its contributions reported
by the monthly deadline.
But this time, the delays were
even worse because of recent
changes in the software, said Patton campaign accountant George
Helton.
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"We had nine cases filed," City
Clerk Janice Wilkinson said.
"Four of them settled out of
court."
"So far, it's been an effective
way of collecting taxes," Farris
said.
*Discussed plans for a delegate
from the city to travel to Paducah
for a four-day conference sponsored by the Kentucky League of
Cities.
"I think it would be a good
chance for the City of Hazel to be
represented," Farris said.
The conference will take place
in October at the Executive Inn.
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Alexander said he has been
told to stand his ground by legislative leaders, including House
Speaker Jody Richards of Bowling Green, who have advised him
that the dispute was "bigger than
Paducah and Murray."
Though a compromise will be
difficult to broker — community
college President Len O'Hara
says that putting the program
anywhere other than Paducah is
"unacceptable."
"Both sides are going to have
to give some," said Fulton banker James Butts, the former Murray State regent. "The longer it
goes, the more both sides lose
credibility."
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year university."
Paducah civic leaders are also
aggressively pursuing the federal
government's new uranium enrichment technology to bolster
the McCracken County enrichment plant, one of the region's
largest employers. If Paducah
isn't chosen for that technology,
the plant's future could be
uncertain.
Last fall Alexander briefly
raised the hopes of the Paducah
residents when he told a civic
club that he had no objections to
the community college plan and
would work with it. But within
days he said his remarks had
been misinterpreted and
announced a Murray-based engineering program.
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Farris said the representatives
told him there are too many street
signs that would have to be
moved in order to make parallel
parking available.
"It's cost prohibitive," Farris
said. "We gave them a new proposed plan and presented it to
them. They said they will get
back with us by Wednesday."
*Heard an update on the progress of lawsuits filed by the city
in an attempt to collect taxes
owed to the city by Hazel
residents.

•Petition...
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The commission will notify all
parties involved. If they agree, a
public notice will be issued.
In other business the
commission:
Tmended the July minutes so
that Fifth Street instead of Third
Street is paved first as part of a
multi-year plan by the city to
update and repair streets.
In the first phase of the plan,
Fifth Street will be paved along
with Gilbert Street between
Fourth and Fifth streets and Calloway Street.
*Heard an update on the city's
"project light-up."
"The state sent representatives
down here and they said the idea
of parallel parking on (Highway)
641 will not work," Farris said.
"They said they discourage parallel parking in towns of this

•Engineering...
FROM
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FROM PAGE 1
Closure of the alley would
mean the property on which the
alley now sits would have to be
divided up between the two current owners, the city and
Gallimore.
"We could split it up in blocks
or straight down the middle,"
Farris said.
"If we split it down the middle,
somebody will end up owning a
corner of a building," Commissioner Chns Satterwhite said.
The commission decided to
amend the original motion to
close the alley contingent on a
surveyor being hired, the cost of
which will be split by the city
and Gallimore, to survey the
property to be divided.
"The only way I'll vote for it is
if we clear up the deeds before
the actual closure," Commissioner James Latimer said.
The commission will submit its
decision to Sanders- for Gallimore's approval. If Gallimore
agrees with the commission, a
public notice must be given to
city residents.
Gallimore's request prompted
the commission to vote to close

the remainder of the public
access alley leading south to
State Line Road_
"We might as well close it all
the way if the four property owners can agree to it," Farris said.
According to state statute, if
one property owner disagrees
with the closure, it cannot be
enacted, said Farris.
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Murray Elementary School has
released the bus schedule for 199596. Schedules are as follows:
Bus 419.102
Drives: Juba Lane
Start: 7 am.
Arrive: 7:40 am.
S0,16th and Miller(pm. only); stop 2,
5th at Wells Hall (occasonal stop, p.m
nil5), stop 3, Special Ed/Roy Scam (occational stop, pm). stop 4, Tiny Uea,ta Day
Care. stop 5, 1553 Ryan (Wed only, pits)
stop 6, 907 N. 16th, stop 7, 901 College
Couns; ace B, 7(5) College Courts; stop 9,
Mar-Cal Apt. E, stop 10. 121y-sera Couns
(office).
Sum It, Apple 1 ree School. stop 12, 800
N 17th. stop 13, Super Arnenca and KidsKids-Kids (occasional stop, pm). stop 14,
Eon Sum, stop 13.903 N 18th. stop 16, 812
N 191h, stop 17. 19th and Sherry CUM: stop
18. 1707 College Farm Rd.; stop 19, 1704
Wells Ext.; atop 20, 404 N. 17th.
Stop 21, Broach at Olive (both sides),
Murray Day Care, stop 22,1608 Fanner: stop
23, 17th and Fanner, stop 24, 100 N. 17th.
Proceed to Robertson Elanentary and unload. Start Murray Middle School and Murray High School route
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1995
For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
TODAY'S CHILDREN are tidy, responsible and peace-loving. In
school, these children diligently finish every assignment. As adults, they
will display extraordinary patience when dealing with difficult people and
situations. Strong leadership skills would make these Leos a success in the
military, politics or the boardroom. However, they enjoy performing for an
audience and may opt for a career in the entertainment field. Their gentle wit
and good manners make them very popular.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Timely communications will play a
vital role in your success. Examine
your options carefully, then choose
the one that makes you feel most
comfortable. Singles will find the
winter holidays an especially'
promising time for romance. Your
quick wit and confident manner
makes you feel most comfortable.
Singles will find the winter holidays
an especially promising time for
romance. Your quick wit and confilent manner make you stand out in
the crowd. Be careful about imposing your opinions on others. They
may resent what they see as arroLrance.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
I HIS DATE: actress Melanie Grif!ith, singer Whitney Houston. hocky player Brett Hull, boxer Ken
Norton.
ARIES (March 21 .April 19):
Take a new approach to an old problem. Curb a tendency to overdo and
overspend. Shopping will not relieve
stress. Focus on spiritual growth
instead

•

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
An interest in music or art grows
stronger. Become a doer instead of a
watcher. Once you unleash your
imagination, you could create a
masterpiece. Talk with a loved one
if something is bothering you.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20):
Guard against reckless acts and
financial gambles if hoping to make
your mark in law, politics or education. Romance can be exhilarating if
you are prepared for the unexpected.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Transform yourself into a financial
expert by reading newspaper and
magazine articles. A gloomy mood
will disappear when you realize how
many options you have.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Guard
against false pride Admit you are in
over your head and tum to someone
who is more experienced. Efforts to
help the needy will produce lasting
results. Set a good example for children.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
What has developed is an omen of
even better things to come. Draw up
a blueprint for a business expansion.

Let a friend or relative. play a more
important role in your entertainment
plans.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
good week for negotiating contracts.
Rely on facts and figures when presenting bids or reports. A co-worker's criticism could stem from jealously. Go slow when responding.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
The emphasis now is on developing
new business and romance. Use
confidential information prudently:
protect your contacts. Community
work can be a lifesaver for the
retired and the unemeloyed.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Charm and diplomacy will help
you get along with your co-workers.
Break the monotony by going out to
lunch. A special "in" with the boss
will give you the edge over a competitor.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Personal necessities should be
bought first thing! Luxury purchases
can wait. Concentration is more
important than versatility today.
Focus on the task at hand.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1S):
Use your keen analytical skills to
play detective. Keeping a sharp eye
out will help you spot potential trouble. Spend the evening reading
instead of watching TV.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Temporary problems should not be
permitted to darken your outlook.
Self-restraint is a virtue you must
cultivate. Avoid angry outbursts.
Networking will help you land new
clients.
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Bus /9404
Driver: Eugene Peal
Start: 7:15 am
Arrive: 7:50 an.
Sum 1.108 S 13th(pm). stop 2, 614
Lafolleue atop 3, 737 Riley Ct , stop 4,
Brow-fat Nash, stop 5,901 at Fair Wm,stop 6,
Hurt at Eaulane. stop 7, Southude Manor
Apts. (first dnve). stop 8. 1108 Faurlane
(am ). atop 9,609 Sycamore,stop 10,510 S
6th St
Sum IL 500 S tth St , stop 12,407 S 6th,
atop 13, 401 S Otis Proceed to Robertson
Elementary, unload
Bus 1,9401
Driver: Jane McCulMon
Start: 7:05 LPL
Arrive: 7:30 a.m.
Stop 1,708 Poplar, stop 2.607 Fin(pm );
stop 3. 502 Elm, stop 4. 5th at Elm. stop 5,
305 S. 5th, stop 6, Main e 6th(p m ); stop 7,
404 N 6th, stop 8,6th and Ash. stop 9,7th at

Ash. sum 10. ()live at Cherry
Sum II, 517 S 4th. stop 12. Risen Rd
(pm), attip 13. 633 S 4th (am,stop 14,
514S 7m. Kup IS,Vine at Broad atop 16,
‘'ine at lith. stop 17. 1312 Poplar atop IS.
15th and Poplar(pm) Proceed to ittarnain
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KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care
Agency Mona ger. Ray T. Broach: Agent, Bob Cornelif.on

753-4703

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
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Dent Removal

Make Your Best Deal On A Snapper And
Get Cash Back On Legendary Quality!

A Division Of

When you purchase any new Snapper mower, receive
from '100 to '250 cash back directly from Snapper!
See the Yellow Pages for a Snapper Dealer near you.

Auto Body Concepts

No Payments Until '96 With Approved Snap-Credit'
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Arrive: 7:50 cm
Stop 1,810 Minerva. atop 2, Minerva and
Malin/Ala. atop 3. 1704 Holiday. atop 4,
Plainview at Nazarene Church. stop 5, 1705
Pastime. stop 6, 1202 Melrose, stop 7.1601
Belmont, stop 8, 1713 Melrose(pm sum 9,
1303 Doran (last drive on Melrose), sop 10,
2205 Creek...xi Drne
Stop II, Martin Dr and Quail Creek Dr.
atop 12, Edinborough Dr af•d County Cork.
atop 13. 2111 Faiationagh Dr Proceed to
Robertson Elementary
Bus 89201
Driver: O.T. Stalls
Start: 7:15 am.
Arrive: 7:50 a.m.
Stop I, 108 S. 13th am,4 ) stop 2, 160 at
Kirkwood, stop 3, 16th at Parklane stop 4,
A-29 Fox Meadows; atop 5, 2104 Villa
Square, stop 6, 2111 Villa Square. stop 7.
utersccuon Greenbnar and Oak Hill, stop 8,
1805 Greenbrier, atop 9. 1505 Oxford Dr.
stop 10, 1748 Spring Creek DT.
Stop It, 1548 Oxford Dr.. stop 12, 1501
Beckett, stop 13, 1506 Chaucer; atop 14,
1506 Canterbury; stop IS. 1551 Mockingbird, stop 16,1544 Mockutgard (p.m only);
stop 17, 1502 Parklane (pm. only), atop 18,
16th at Henry (p.m. only); stop 19, MCC

HOROSCOPES

me.d officampaign
1nd-raising

Imes

Stop 11.423 S 1001. stop 12,219 S I 1th,
stop 13, 1104 Elm, stop 14, 1109 Eat stop
15,505 S_ 13th,sum 16,516S 131h; stop 17,
7(5) Meadow Lane, stop II, 1513 Clayshoe.
stop 19, 1507 Clayshue. stop 20, 1501
Clay slum
Stop 21, 1213 Peggy Ann Drive. Stop 22.
Mur-Cal Realty (Sycamore and 12Th)
Bus 09403
Driver:j.ligabeth OIlier
Start: ro
Arrive: 7:37 ami.
Stop l,OltsnestN 13th.siop2,OttsncstN
10th, stop 3, Olive at N
(occasaunal
stop), atop 4. Spruce at LP Miller. stop 5,
Cherry at Spruce, sum 6,Pine at Cherry, stop
7, Ash at LP Miller, atop 8, Ash at Cherry.
stop 9. 510 N 3rd (tint house on left), atop
10, 505 N 5th
Sum 11.502 Pine (left on N. 5th), stop 12.
Payne at Beale; sum 13, Payne at N. 8th, stop
14, Payne at N 10th, stop IS, 1011 Payne
(am ); stop 16. Sharpe at N. 100s (nght on
12th, right on Payne) Elementary route ends
Morning route proceed to Robertson, unload Start 1145 School/Middle School route.
Bus 88801
Driver: Eva Mohler
Start: 7:15 a.m.
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Bus /8601
Driver Joyce IiIngias
Start: 7:05 am.
Arrive: 7:45 aim.
Stop I, MCCH Ould Cart Center. stop 2,
100 and Vine mop 3. 423 S 10th, stop 4,
219S 1 1 stop 5, 1104 Elm, map 6, 1109
Elm, atop 7, 1002 Poplar. stop 8,411 S 9th,
stop 9, 901 Sycamore. atop 10, 1104
Sycamore
Stop 11. 508 S 13th, sum 12. 314S 130,
stop 13, 700 Meadowlane, stop 14, 1513
Clay shoe, atop IS, 1511 Clayslure, stop 16,
1507 Clayslure stop 17, 1501 Claysrum.
stop IS. 1213 Pcuy Ann Drive, stop 19,
V MC Al 13th. slop 20, 307 S 13th
Stop 21.306 S 13th. stop 22, 321 lrvan,
stop 23, 209 lrvan, stop 24, 321 Irvin. stop
25,206 Irvin Proces'diokobentaonEkmen
Lary. unload
Bus 18601
Driver: Joyce /Wiens
Start: 2:30 p.m. (p.m. route)
Stop I, 206 Irvin, stop 2. Vine at lrvan.
atop 3.32! Irvan, stop 4,307 S 13th. stop 5.
306 S. 13th; stop 6, 13th and Vine, atop 7,
1002 Poplar, stop 8, 9th and Poplar, stop 9,
MCCH Child Care Center, stop 10, lOth and
V Inc

Free Estimates • Insurance Approved
• Local Referrals
Recommended By The New
Car Dealers of Murray

• Hundreds of Snapper products at once-in -a-lifetime prices!
• Get there early for the best selection!
• Expires August 31,1995
MAIL-1N
REBATE

Attention
Landscape
Professionals
Get up to
s500 Rebate
on selected
commercial
mowers.

teSNAPPER

12th & Glendale • Murray
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FROM OUR READERS
Reject tobacco regulation
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Kentucky Dark Tobacco farm family, we are writing
in hopes that you will support our efforts to call attention to FDA
Commissioner Dr. David Kessler's attempts to reinstate prohibition by
regulating tobacco. If Dr. Kessler proceeds as reported, tobacco, one of
the cornerstones of Kentucky's agricultural economy, will be forced out
of existence.
Dr. Kessler's efforts to convince the Clinton Administration that his
overburdened, mismanaged agency should be given bureaucratic
oversight of tobacco is nothing more than a thinly-veiled effort at
backdoor prohibition. His overreaching appears to demonstrate that he,
and those who support him within the administration, is suffering from
one of those Washington symptoms that distresses Americans most...bureaucratic blindness. That's the only explanation why Dr. Kessler,
whose agency is already reeling from the reality that it is bloated,
misguided and overextended, is trying to bite off more in suggesting that
he can save America from itself by giving permission to regulate
tobacco.
There are three reasons we oppose FDA regulation of tobacco.
The first reason to shout "no" is that the FDA does not have the broad
discretion that would be needed for the agency to legally carry out Dr.
Kessler's proposal. He claims that this proposal is only designed to
prevent access to tobacco products by youth and avoids banning tobacco
products. On the contrary, the law is absolutely clear that once the FDA
has determined that a product is subject to FDA regulation, the agency is
prohibited from authorizing the use of the product in ways that are not
explicitly permitted by stature. In other words, it would be illegal for the
FDA to classify nicotine as a "drug" yet cre-ate a regulatory regime
%hereby the sale of tobacco products as "drug" would be "positively
authorized."
The second reason to shout "no" to FDA oversight of tobacco is that
the FDA is ill-equipped to undertake any new major regulatory
responsibilities. The agency is already overextended. The FDA has
been given more responsibilities in the recent past dealing with food,
drug and medical regulation. Critics maintain that the FDA has not met
these responsibilities often needlessly delaying the approval of new
medicines and vaccines for life-threatening illnesses. Adding tobacco
product regulation to the FDA's agenda would further slow review and
approval of important new medicines and medical devises.
We all agree that no person under legal age should have access to
tobacco products. Dr. Kessler has testified before Congress that his real
interest regarding tobacco is to prevent underage use of tobacco. Again,
we, representing various aspects of the tobacco industry, support this
goal. But Dr. Kessler's goal does not require FDA oversight, therefore,
we shout "no" to this thinly veiled effort to prohibit tobacco use by
adults.
The tobacco industry has, for many years, conducted voluntary
programs to limit youth access to tobacco. Additionally, many members
of the Dark Tobacco Legislative Action Council supported the passage
of state enforceable minimum age laws in the early 1990s to combat this
issue.
The final reason to oppose FDA regulation of tobacco products is the
economic implications:
"More than 200,000 Tennesseans and Kentuckians would lose their
jobs.
•Communities supported by tobacco production would suffer serious
long-term recessions.
•Toharro state economies would need to increase taxes an additional
25% to compensate for the loss or revenue resulting from the loss of
tobacco tax revenues. These taxes pay for schools, senior citizen
programs, transportation improvements and other important government programs.
We call upon all Kentuckians and Tennesseans to reject FDA
regulation of tobacco and urge this newspaper to take the same position.
Additionally, we urge all citizens to shout "no" to Washington. If you
want to protect your state from suffering the result of politicallyinspired, bureaucratic decisions in Washington, call Vice President
Gore's Cookeville office at 615-735-0173 or call the White House
directly at 202-456-1111.
The administration needs to know of your opposition to FDA
regulation of tobacco. We don't need more government, more
bureaucracy, and more needless government intervention in our
lives. particularly considering the cost such action will cost our local
communities.
Jamie Blewett
Dark Tobacco Legislative Action Council
206 Maple St.. Murray, Ky. 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 31 — Rapid City (S.D.) Journal on spending by House
members:
With check bouncing and post office scandals in recent years, the
U.S. House of Representatives had its image badly tarnished.
However, a recent audit of House operations, performed by Price
Waterhouse, leaves this chamber of Congress looking downright
grimy.
Some of the audit's findings, as excerpted in a recent edition of
the Wall Street Journal:
— House members spent over $14 million more than was appropriated for their allowances in 1994.
— Unauthorized individuals could access the House's computer
system and make unauthorized changes, view sensitive payroll
information, and "change data to hide an improper action."
— The House often pays its bills late.
And on and on and on.
The House's recordkeeping is so shabby that Price Waterhouse
refused to "express an opinion" on its reliability, the worst possible evaluation the auditor could make.
According to the Journal, House leaders and House Administrator Scot Faulkner have agreed to enact all 226 of Price Waterhouse's recommendations.
The American people should expect future audits of House operations that produce findings worthy of an institution that annually
spends $700 million of taxpayer money on its operations.

Fancy Farm was no picnic
Being at Fancy Farm was no
picnic this year. Oh,there were tons
of barbecue and lemonade, barrels
of ice cream and buttered popcorn,
as always. And in spite of the rainy
weather, the usual crowds showed
up, eager to cheer on their favorite
candidates at one of the country's
oldest traditions — the "down
home" political picnic.
What was missing at Fancy Farm
were two important ingredients:
civility and content. Hecklers and
organized groups of changers made
it impossible for most speakers to be
heard. And even when candidates
were not interrupted by noisemakers, most of them had little of
substance to say.
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Paul Patton began his speech
with a mock phone call that featured
the voice of Louie Nunn, Kentucky's last Republican governor. The
taped excerpts were from a radio
spech Nunn made before the primary election, stating that Republican
Larry Forgy, Pauon's foe, had a
lust for power." Moreover, Nunn
charged that Forgy had been the one
to persuade Nunn to increase the
sales tax on food and medicine
when Forgy was state budget director in 1968.

MAIN STREET

)
tell
sklb

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
The picnic started feeling more
like a circus when Pauon brought
out someone dressed in a panda suit,
who tossed "pander dollars" at the
crowd. "Forgy has gone all over this
state, pandering to every voter in
this state, ever special interest
group," Patton declared.
When it was Forgy's turn, he
began by saying "This is not about
the personalities of Larry Forgy or
Paul Patton. What this is about is
the issues that confront the people of
this state for the next four and eight
years. It is not about silly bears."
He then went on to decry the
"politics of the past," and resorted to
the same kind of name calling and
gimmickry that Pauon used. In
referring to an earlier speech by
Terry McBrayer, who ran unsuccessfully for the 1979 Democratic
nomination for governor, and who
was recently named state Democra-

have to "kick his buu," in referring
to his opponent, John Y. Brown.
Crabtree also pointed to his pregnant wife and said that her role asi
stay-at-home mother shows they
care about children and are not
materialistic yuppies.
Voters who attended Fancy Farm
to find out what the candidates had
to say wasted their day. Instead of
clear statements of vision and leadership, the afternoon was a series of
insults that clouded the issues. And
what's next? Memorized speeches
that recite vague promises of better
times ahead. Television ads that
toss accusations and half-truths to
voters like me, who want to know
what these men really stand for, and
if they are capable of more than
sarcasm.
According to The American Heritage Dictionary, sarcasm, a noun,
means a sharply mocking or contemptuous remark, typically utilizing statements or implications pointedly opposite Of irrelevant to the
underlying purport. It comes from
the Greek sarkasmos,"to tear flesh."

tic chair by Patton, Forgy said: "
know how the Philistines felt when
Samson went through. I know what
it is to be smitten by the jawbone of
an ass."
With the standards set by gubernatorial candidates' mean-spirited
japes, the other speakers seemed to
be vying for some kind of bad taste
award. Forgy was tagged a "smooth
talking,
Shakespeare-spouting,
slick auomey," by Steve Henry, the
Democratic candidate for lieutenant
governor. Henry's foe,Tom Handy,
was ready with his own barbs. "I
was getting afraid that nobody on
this side of the podium knew how to
write a speech and they had to wait
for a phone call to know what to do,"
Handy declared.
If prizes had been given out for
oafishness, Republican Steve Crabtree would have been a front runner.
He announced that he was going to

Great. The voters are looking for
the two party system to show that it
works, and what we get is the
Donner Party. Is this the best we can
do?
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No kid will be safe
Judge Ludwig Kutiar has taken
some knocks from the media because he ordered a little girl to jail
for refusing to visit her divorced
father.
And Sheldon Nussbaum, the
father, hasn't been viewed kindly
either because he agreed with the
judge's ruling.
Nussbaum put it this way: "Desperate times call for desperate measures."
Many critics might say that sticking a I 2-year-old in jail even for one
night,and putting her younger sister
under house arrest, is a bit too
desperate a measure.
But I'm not sure that the Will
County judge and Nussbaum deserve all the criticism they've been
getting.
People should remember that
Nussbaum, although divorced, is
still their father. And fathers do
have rights, as the "Baby Richard"
case clearly demonstrated.
Under Nussbaum's divorce decree, his two daughters are supposed to go to North Carolina for
extended visits with him.
There is nothing in the decree that
says that if they don't feel like seeing
him, they can just say no. It says
they will go.
As many people will remember,
Baby Richard wept as if he.artbroken and terrified when he was
removed from his adoptive parents'
home and was turned over to people
he had never seen. Baby Richard
was saying no too. In fact, he was
saying no, no, no, no, no.
But that didn't mean the kid was
right. To the contrary. The courts
had ruled that he belonged to his
sperm -father and the mother who
had dumped hint, whether he liked it
Of not.
So it seems reasonable that the
same thinking should apply to the

tunity exists.
What is Disney World? It is a
ROYKO SAYS
fantasy land filled with props and
actors playing imaginary characters.
And there are other such theme
parks, filled with sights and sounds
that let a child's imagination soar. •
So why not some franchised
St,iidicated columnist
fantasy businesses along those lines
could be called Kids Court and
two stubborn little girls. The court to get out of bed when they are told, that
Kids Prison?
says they should visit their dad. He refuse to turn off the TV, refuse to
Your kid gives you the 10th
eat breakfast, refuse to brush their
sort of owns part of them.
pouting refusal of the day. You say,
teeth, refuse to go to bed, refuse to
When they refuse, what is the
"That's all I can take," and off you
judge supposed to do? He can't do their homework, refuse to take
go to a place that looks like a dingy
his
with
heads
vegcat
to
their
on
out the garbage, refuse
whack them
courthouse.
gavel or he would really get etables, refuse to bathe, refuse to
Inside are stem-looking guards
stop fighting with each other, retweaked by the press.
and on the bench is some really
So he put the older one in jail and fuse, refuse, refuse.
a judge's robe.
If a person acted this way in the mean-looking guy in
grounded her sister, although I don't
Actors,of course, but what does a
see why the little sister should get Army,he'd wind up in the stockade.
kid know?
off with so light a punishment. But because it is a child, what
You haul your pouting kid to the
say:
will
parent
a
is
happens
usually
If anything, this case could infront of the courtroom and say: "He
"Be
Or,
time-out?"
a
want
you
"Do
spire a whole new approach to child
and his sister just won't stop fightrearing and the possibility of a good or we won't go to see the
ing. They are driving us crazy."
daring business venture that could Power Rangers movie."
And the judge glares at them,
All the while, the child is having
bring wealth to someone with vissays: "All
just a fine time while the parents' slams down his gavel,and
ion.
right, you spoiled little boogers, it is
Think for a moment: What is the nerves are buzzing and acids are
the jailhouse for you!"
most difficult part of rearing child- corroding their stomachs and shorWith that a guard snatches them
spans.
life
their
tening
ren?
and hauls them to a dingy cell.
up
say:
parents
the
that
imagine
But
The answer is easy for most
Well, you can bet that only
to
going
are
We
enough.
is
"Enough
parents: getting the kids to do what
moments after the cell door slams
see the judge."
they are told.
behind them, they will be eager
shut
opporbusiness
where
is
That
the
In any given day, kids will refuse
to cut a deal. And just to be sure,
you can go next door for a cappucino. By the time you get back,
they'll be clawing at the bars and
pleading for a chance to pick up
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
after themselves.
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
And if they don't, the judge can
leuers on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
always impose a seemingly harsher
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
punishment
address and telephone number included in case verification is necesYes, the judge and Nussbaum
sary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
have hit on something that could be
more than 500 words. Letters Should be typewritten and double-spaced
very exciting.
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any leuer and to
If the kids believe in Santa Claus limit frequent writers.
and the Tooth Fairy, there is no
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
reason why they won't believe in
& -.Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
The Hangman.
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Meet the Lakers on Friday
Calloway County High School Meet the Lakers' Night will be Friday, Aug. 11, at Jack Rose Stadium. Following the scrimmage game,
dinner will be served beginning at 5 p.m. at a cost of S3 per plate.
All families and friends are urged to attend. Persons may join the
Touch Down Club for $5 single or $10 family. Other events will
include Dunking Booth, Car Bash, Speed Throw, etc. Also on Saturday. Aug. 12, the CCHS Laker Football Team will have a car wash
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hardee's. Donations will be accepted.

MHS plans Sports' Kick-off
Murray High School Athletic Booster Club will have its annual
Sports' Kick-off banquet on Monday, Aug. 14, at 6:30 p.m. at Ty
Holland Stadium. Persons may join the club as a regular booster for
S25-$49; Tiger Pride for 555-599; Fighting Tiger, $100-$199; or
Activities
Super Tiger for $200 or more. After the banquet a Sports'
families
Fair will be held with games and events at a small cost. All
and friends are urged to attend.

Free blood pressure checks given
Free blood pressure checks will be given Wednesday. Aug. 10,
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. This is a free
service for the Hazel senior citizens. Lunch will be served at 11:45
a.m.

Special seminar tonight
A School to Work Kentucky Seminar for business and industry
will be tonight (Tuesday) from 6 to 8 p.m. at Commons Area, Mayfield High School, 700 Douthitt St., Mayfield. David D. Thornburg
Ph.D., Thornburg Center, San Carlos, Calif., will be the featured
speaker. Refreshments will be served.

Faxon Fire District will meet
Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, Aug. 10, at 7 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Building, located at Turner Road and Highway 94 East.
All area residents are urged to attend.

Almo-Dexter meeting Thursday
Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District No. 4 will meet Thursday,
Aug. 10, at 7 p.m. at the new fire station at Almo. All residents of
the area are urged to attend and to note the change in date.

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Aug. 10, at 2 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. This is open to all persons and their pets
interested in visiting the local nursing homes. Drivers and parents
are needed as volunteers and are requested to call 436-2453 for
information.

Prayer Coffee planned Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
Thursday. Aug. 10, at 9:30 a.m, at the home of Janie Parker, 2012
College Farm Rd., Murray. All interested persons are invited to
attend. The next luncheon will be Friday, Aug. 18, at noon at Seven
Seas Restaurant.

VFW meetings on Thursday
Eddie Roberts Jr. VFW Post 86291 and its Ladies Auxiliary will
meet Thursday, Aug. 10, at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. All members and eligible
members are invited to attend.

Sons of Confederacy will meet
Sons of Confederate Veterans, Tilghman Beauregard Camp No.
1460 will meet Thursday, Aug. 10, at 7:30 p.m. at Water Valley
United Methodist Church, Water Valley. Mrs. Martha Thomas of
Louisville, president of Bettie Phillips Chapter 4, Order of the Confederate Rose, will give the program on OCR and formation of a
chapter in this area. Comaptriots are encouraged to bring spouse and
guests. For information call Sandy Forrest, 753-9688.
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Public Forum on Thursday
Kentucky Cabinet for Economic Development will have a Western
Kentucky Public Forum on Thursday, Aug. 10, from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
at Kenlake State Park. This is a task force to study businesses owned
by women in Kentucky. For more information contact Jean Ross,
West Kentucky Office, at 437-4118.

Divorce Recovery Group will meet
Divorce Recovery Support Group will meet Thursday, Aug. 10,
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, South Johnny
Robertson Road, just off Highway 94 West. For information call
753-5584.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familites
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, Aug. 10, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For
more information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Missy Ai.

Ainley is
nominated
Missy Ainley has been nominated to be included in the
1994-95 edition of Who's Who
Among American High School
Students.
Her biography will appear in
the 29th annual edition of the
nation's high school students.
Ainley will be a junior at Calloway County High School. She
is the daughter of Jerry and
Judith Ainley.

Two students
attend camp
RICHMOND, Ky. — Two
Murray students were among
about 200 students participating
in the high school section of
Eastern Kentucky University's
60th annual Stephen Collins Foster Music Camp this summer.
Murray participants included
Amanda Conley and Lindsay
Menott.
High school students could
choose from Piano Camp, Vocal
Camp, and Instrumental Camp.
The Piano camp included private lessons and daily classes in
music theory, keyboard skills and
piano literature. The Vocal Camp
included concert choir and show
choir experiences.
The Instrumental Camp featured experiences in concert
band, symphony orchestra, jazz
ensemle, brass choir, percussion
ensemble, clarinet choir, flute
choir and a variety of other
assorted string, woodwind, brass
and percussion chamber groups.
For more information about
next year's Foster Camp contact
Dr. Robert Hartwell, director, at
1-606-622-3161.

Price, Taylor
given awards
HENDERSON, Tenn. — Two
local residents have won tennis
awards at the tennis camp hosted
recently by Freed-Hardeman
University.
Whitney Price received the
most improved award in the girls'
division. She is the daughter of
Richard and Rita Price of
Murray.
Ann Taylor received the best
forehand award in the senior
girls' division. She is the daughter of Randy and Rebecca Taylor
of Hazel.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Aug. II
CFIDS and Fibromyalgia Support
Groups/5 30 p m /Calloway County
Public Library. Info/753-1161 or
436-2856
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens/7:30 pm :basement
-eating room/Weaks Center
1o/753-5308 or 759-4735
...alloway County High School Sophomores may pick up schedules. 13 pm
Calloway County Middle School Back
School Night for seventh and eighth
actes/6-8 p m
i4Jrray Star Chapter No 433 Order
the Eastern Star7 30 p m /Masonic
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p m /Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Marlene, 753-2350. or Janice,
474-8774
Educational:
Alzheimer's Di
Support Group/4 30 p m /educational
unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/753-5561 or 762-1100.
Cardiac Support Group/3
p.m./Educational unit of Murray.
Galloway County Hospital
Info/762-1170.
Bingo/7 p.m /Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky *34
at 7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7-8 p.m./Hardin
Library. Info/1-527-7098,
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m /American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
St. Loo's Catholic Bible
School/6-8:30 p.m./Parish Center.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group/2
p.m.; Sixth Grade and Youth Swimming Party/8 pm
Westside Baptist Church Baptist
Women/7 p.m /home of Shirley Lamb
Wrather West Kentucky
Museum/8.30 a m.-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Aug. 9
Murray High School registration for
new and transfer students/8:30-11:30
a m Yearbooks may be picked up
Calloway County High School Soptic
mores may pick up schedules/8
a m -noon and 1-3 p.m.
Murray Elementary Fee Day•ia.m./Robertson building.
Health Express of MCCH/Calloway
Public Libraryt:30-11:30 a.m. and

12:30-3 p.m.

The Elidge David and Ada
Carter reunion was held Saturday,
July 22, at the Farmington Community House.
A potluck meal was served.
About 25 descendants were
present.
Plans were made for the 1996
reunion to be held on the fourth
Saturday in July at the same
place.
Attending were the following:
J.T. and Helen Tidwell, Dewey
and Manon Bazzell, Elizabeth
Haneline, Larry and Susan Carter, Ruth Hayden, James Cooper,
Dorothy Guthrie, Gene Carter,
Hazel Ortyl, Author and Kathy
Waters, Robert Waters, Matthew
Waters, Talmage and Ruth Agnes
Riley, Jimmy and Betty Carter,
Charles and Diana Tipton, and
Marianna Douglas.

Murray High plans registration
Murray High School held registration for Seniors and Juniors
Monday. Today registration is for Sophomores and Freshmen.
Registration for all new and transfer students will be Wednesday.
Aug. 9, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. Also on Wednesday morning, all
persons who have paid for yearbooks may pick them up at the high
school.
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Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying carpet, WithOut proper installation, your carpet or
other Moor covering *ill not look as beautiful and certainly will not last as king
We eel! all 1st quaky carpet, vale. ale and hardwood
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MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As I.R.A.

7534703
Bob
Cornelison

BACK TO SCHOOL
PERM SPECIAL!
Bring this ad in and
receive a perm of
your choice starting
at *29.95.
Specializing in spirals
and piggybacks.
Call Dana for appointment
Mon.-Sat.
'SpecLal Bonus: All
manicures '5 with this ad.

Cutting Edge
1904 Chestnut St.
(acmes treat Bradley Book C..)
4b41:7 753-7132 • A49 for

LUNCH BUFFET
Mon.-Sat. 10:30-4:00 p.m.
Includes: Soup, Salad Bar. Hot Bar
$4
With: 3 Meats. 6 Vegetables.
12 Item Dessert Bar
Special Children's Prices
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WELCOME
ucah Medical Arts Pavilion is dedicated
to providing top quality medical professionals
to care for you and your family. We are proud
to introduce another outstanding physician to
our team of healthcare providers.

Bridal Registry
Mary Beth Barnes
& Bill Maddox
Tyiesha Crouse
& Glen Cavalieri
Melody Helgerson
& Sean Finnegan
Tina Hendrix
& Mickey Hill

We are pleased to
announce that Kim
Eldridge, bride-elect of
TJ. Underhill, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Kim and TJ. will be
married Sept. 1, 1995.

(The practice of Neurologic, Orthopedic,Chronic Pain
and Industrial Rehabilitative Medicine)

Sherry Lassiter
& Tony Holloway
Elizabeth Marquardt
& Andrew Hicks

Suite 401 • Paducah Medical Arts Pavilion
(502)441-4444
Hours By Appointment

Jodie Thomas
& Andrew Bachman
Leigh Walker
& Johnny Rains
Charla Walston
& Jamie Cooper
Amy Wilson
& Patrick Seltsam

WAL-MART

Monte Roumanian, M.D.
Specializing in Physiatry

Jennifer Kurz
& Kevin Holcomb

11

oSclectons
a.m.•5 pros.
Dtxtelarti Ctr.
Cfsatinui Si.
753 8SCS

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
f

Wednesday, Aug. 9
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p m
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
pm
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
service/7 pm , Chodt pm
Walsido Baptist Church business
meehng7 pm
First United Methodist Church
Wesleyan Circle Brunch, Covenant
Prayer/ 10 am , Ruth Wilson Circle to
meet Elm Grove Baptist Church parking lot to go to The Moors/10 30 am ,
Bible Study'6 30 pm . Chancel Choir/
7 30 p m
First Baptist Church Library
openli 15 p m
Youth Prime
Timet 30 p m , prayer meeting and
Children s SuperSummer Studiest 45
p m , Sanctuary Choir:7 45 p m
Grace Baptist Church business
meeting/7 pm
Dexter Baptist Church worship/7 30
pm
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 pm
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5 15 p m
Wraiher West Kentucky Museum,'
open 730 a m -4 pm
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSUropen 8 am -4 pm
National Scouting Museum..9
am -430 pm
Mery Griffin Thoster13 45 pm /across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill Info/1-800-935-7700

R

.46.00"

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.
30 Yrs. Experience
Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
kivon•
Hwy 641 1.4 kHss SOUt d Moray to Torn Taylor goad Rgia 1500 yards

9

EARN
6.27%

Carter family
holds reunion

United Way Golf Classic Saturday
United Way Kick-Off Golf Classic will be Saturday, Aug. 12. at
Miller Memorial Golf Course. Registration will be $75 per team or
$37.50 per individual. A Hole-in-One contest on 9th and 18th holes
with prizes being a Thunderbird or Eddie Vauer pickup truck. To
register or for more information call Susan White, 753-0317.

Wednesday, Aug.

St. Leo's Catholic Bible
School 66 30 p m Parish Center
Murray Art Guild open 10 a m -3 pm
Murray Country Club ladies go11/9
am bridge..9 30 am
Oaks Country Club ladies golf/9
am , bridge/9 30 am
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twost 30
am and Story Hour. 10 30 a m
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/11 a m .'American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets Info/759-9682 or 435-4314
Hazel Cenleriopen 10 a m -2 p m /for
senior citizens' activities Free blood
pressure checks/11 am -1 pm
Weeks Centeropen 8 a m -4 p m for
senior citizens' activities
Senior Golf Leaguel 30 a m
Memorial Golf Course.
Blankenship Circle/7 p.m./South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
h uldrcwha.
Go
c
ler Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m
Murray C urch of God Family Training Hour/7 p m
New Life Christian Center service/7
m
University Church of Christ Bible
classes.7 p.m
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir
practice/6 30 p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service4p m
Baptist Church study/7
Eastw
pm
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p m

Arivo&rrAir,

0
1111\
404.

A

FinT140.4u0010“414.
rfLt Paducah Medical
Arts Pavilion
Lone Oak Rood at Medical Center Dm
Paducah. Ky. 42001
(502)441-4103
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Stealing the show

Ex-Michigan
center looks
at Kentucky
for transfer

McDowell's shutout overshadows
Strawberry's return to New York
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Jack McDowell stole
the show from Darryl Strawberry.
McDowell pitched a three-hitter, winning a
duel against another former Stanford pitcher,
Mike Mussina, as the Yankees beat the Baltimore Orioles 3-0 Monday night in Strawberry's return to New York.
-The notoriety (of Strawberry's return)
certainly didn't detract from the game. That
was a real major-league hallgame out there
tonight," Yankees manager Buck Showalter
said.
McDowell (9-8) struck out five and walked
three in his first shutout of the season and
100th career victory. He retired 10 in a row at
one point and allowed only one runner to
reach second base.
Strawberry, returning to the „City where he
played eight seasons for the Mets, went
0-for-3 but received a 20-second ovation
when he came, to bat for the first time.
"1 thought it was quite a favorable reception, but it was tough for him to mike his
home debut against a pitcher of Mussina's
caliber," Showalter said.
Mussina (13-6), the winningest pitcher in
the majors, held the Yankees to two hits
though six innings but issued two walks in the
seventh. After the first one to Ruben Sierra, it
appeared he was caught trying to steal second
base — which would have been the third out.
"He was out. He tried to move around the

lag and (second baseman Bret) Barberie went
right with him," Mussina said.
But Sierra was ruled safe, Mike Stanley
drew a walk and then came the game-turning
play.
Tony Fernandez hit a bouncer back to the
mound that bounced off Mussina's glove and
behind the mound. He threw wildly past first,
allowing Sierra to score from second.
"It was the best stuff I've had all year, but
the worst fielding game I've had. If I catch a
ground ball, we may still have been playing
now," Mussina said.
Pat Kelly followed with a two-run double
for a 3-0 lead.
"My runs really didn't mean anything. Jack
already had one run and that's all he needed,''
Kelly said.
The loss snapped Mussina's eight-gamc
winning streak and dropped Baltimore nine
games behind Boston and 3Vi games behind
second-place New York in the AL East.
New York won for the 15th time in 19
games and kept pace with Boston, which beat
Toronto 5-4 in 10 innings Monday afternoon.
"It's not a great mindset knowing you have

Ndiaye, a native of Senegal in west Africa,
is listed at 6-foot-9 and 240 pounds. He averaged five points and 5.2 rebounds while starting in 23 of 30 games last season.
"He's a good team player," Smith said.
"He does things most big players don't want
to do. Like play defense and rebound...He
does three things well you have to do as a big
player: defend, rebound and set screens."
Ndiaye, who only began playing basketball
in 1991, has received his release from Michigan. He would have to sit out the upcoming
season, then, have two years of eligibility
remaining.
Ndiaye visited Providence on Thursday and
Friday, and Kentucky on Saturday and Sunday. He may visit Cincinnati, or another
school Smith refused to identify, later this
week.

Darryl Strawberry's return to New York Monday
night was overshadowed by a pitching duel in a
3-0 Yankees win.

By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — It took
the Minnesota Vikings only four
plays from scrimmage to expose
San Diego's weakness.
Middle linebacker Jack Del
Rio shot the gap and stuffed Rodney Culver for a safety, setting
the tone in the Vikings' 23-19
exhibition victory Monday night.
"You always want to start off
quick on defense, especially
against a team that has a big

offensive line," Del Rio said.
-You don't want them to start to
roll on you. It's nice to do it
against the team that made it to
the Super Bowl last year. We
were able to do some good things
early."
Minnesota's defense had an
exceptional night. Charles Mincy
and Esera Tuaolo intercepted passes off Stan Humphries, and
Alfred Jackson intercepted a pass
by fourth -stringer Craig
Whelihan.
The Vikings also knocked
three Chargers out of the game
— backup quarterback Gale Gilbert with a sprained left shoulder,
rookie receiver Jimmy Oliver
with dislocated right shoulder,

The effort was good, but we
didn't do as well as we'd like to
as far as up front."
The Vikings led the NFL in
rushing defense in 1994, allowing
only 68.1 yards per game.
"We didn't play too well up
front," said 16-year veteran right
tackle Stan Brock. "It doesn't
matter who you have running the
ball if you don't block, and we
didn't block very well.
"Having been around a long
time, though, I can tell you that
exhibition games arc nothing to
get too high or too low about."
Coach Bobby Ross said he was
disappointed with the line of
scrimmage on both offense and
defense. "I thought we had got-

shoulder. But he started, going
ten better," he said.
4-for-7 for 38 yards in two posThe Chargers expect to have
sessions. He led the Vikings on a
center Courtney Hall back on
42-yard drive that culminated
Wednesday, and left tackle Harry
with Fuad Reveiz's 27-yard field
Swaync is due back by the last
goal for a 5-0 lead with 7:26 left
exhibition game. Eric Mown saw
in the first quarter.
his first action since tearing up
Rookie Terrell Fletcher
his right knee 22 months ago.
returned a kickoff 90 yards for a
Moon wasn't around for long,
touchdown with 4:47 left in the
leaving backup Brad Johnson to
game for the Chargers' last score.
get a good deal of exposure.
Vikings rookie James Stewart
Johnson, a fourth-year pro,
rebounded from an early intergained 92 yards on 16 carries.
ception to throw a 29-yard touchJohnson, who was 11-of-13 for
down pass to Quadry Ismail and
124 yards, took over on the third
lead an 80-yard scoring drive in
possession and drove the Vikings
the third quarter.
to the San Diego 25, where the
The Vikings originally listed
Chargers' secondary gave a much
Moon as being out with a
strained muscle in his right • See Page 7

The Calloway County Lakers
14 and under girls basketball
team won the silver medal as
runner-up in the 29-team Kentucky AAU State Tournament in
Lexington.
After moving through the
Olympic-style pool format, Calloway advanced to the single elimination round where they won
three-straight games to reach the
finals.
In the final game, the Lakers
faced "the Northern Kentucky
Bulls, an all-star team from four
different schools. Calloway fell
58-42 and the Bulls won their
third consecutive title.
"This was our third trip to the
AAU State Tournament," said
Laker head coach James Pigg. "In

our first two tournaments we finished in the top eight. This has
been a great experience for our
girls and will be an asset to them
as they enter high school."
Team members arc: Tiffany
Lassiter, Bethany O'Rourke,
Sabrina Emerson, Tiffany White,
Kiki Cunningham, Brooke Lencki, Jenni Pigg, Becky Greene and
Jessica Norsworthy. Pigg was
assisted by Ricky Cunningham.
"Our team was successful in
large part because we played
team basketball," said Pigg.
"Every member of the team played their role and made an important contribution."
Three players — Cunningham,
Norsworthy and Lcncki — were
selected to the all-tournament
team. Greene was the team's
leading scorer, netting 101 points
for the tournament.
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No-show
gives title
to Post 26

Calloway girls
second at AAU
Start Report
Murray Ledger & Times
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Vikings quickly exposé Chargers' weakness
Line play bad
for San Diego

MH

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Former Michigan center Makhtar Ndiaye might transfer to
Kentucky after visiting the campus last
weekend, according to his high school coach.
Steve Smith, who coach Ndiaye at Oak Hill
Academy, told the Lexington Herald-Leader
that he was told by Kentucky assistant coach
Delray Brooks that a scholarship was
available.
"Delray said they had one," Smith said.
"If Makhtar wanted to come, they could work

II See Page 7

and Culver with a bruised right
knee.
"Our defense will be the key
for us," quarterback Warren
Moon said. "We have a lot of
new faces. If they jell, and I think
they will, we have a good chance
to win our division."
Culver was starting in place of
Pro Bowl running back Natrone
Means, who suited up but did not
play, having ended an 11-day
holdout only three nights earlier.
The Chargers gained only 51
yards on 18 rushes, with Culver
getting 8 in five carries and one
TD.
"We've obviously got a lot of
work to do," Culver said.
"We've got to be more physical.

LO)

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times.

The Calloway County Lakers, a 14 and under girls basketball team, recently returned from the Kentucky AAU
State Tournament in Lexington as silver medalists. Calloway fell to Northern Kentucky in the final game.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross 8 Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 e.m.-5 p.m
Now Also Sat 9 a m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St

PADUCAH — A popular
phrase among coaches and players is "We can't win just by
showing up."
But every now and then it can
happen.
Mayfield Post 26 was awarded
the Western Sectional American
Legion baseball title Monday
when its scheduled opponent,
Bowling Green, failed to appear
at Paducah's Brooks Stadium,
where the teams were to finish
the tournament. The event was
moved from Louisville because
of rain over the weekend.
Post 26 had gone undefeated to
that point in the tournament,
including a win over Bowling
Green, and needed just one vie• See Page 7

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
New and Used
Lowest Price.;

Fre* Mount and
Computer Balance

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

753-0489

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRE.

Paid fel
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II Sports Briefs
MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL

CCMS to have first practice Aug. 14
The Calloway County Middle School football team will have its
first practice Monday, Aug. 14, at 5:30 p.m. All 6th, 7th and 8th
grade players should report to the middle school gymnasium.
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LOCAL SOCCER

MHS alumni game set for Aug. 10
The annual Murray High School alumni soccer game will be
Aug. 10 at 6 p.m. at Cutchin Field. All former MHS soccer players
are invited to participate.
BOXING

Welterweight found dead in swamp
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) — The body of 29-year-old welterweight
boxer James Melvin Hughes, who fought as Jesse James, was found
in swamp waters beside railroad tracks, near where his abandoned
truck had been found July 25.
The truck had been driven onto the CSX tracks. The ignition
keys were missing and investigators still have not found the keys or
determined any motive for what apparently was a homicide. No
weapon was found at the scene.
The boxer, who had a record of 20-8 with 16 knockouts, had
appeared July 7 in a fight on ESPN. Hughes knocked out Nick
Rupa in the seventh round in defending his U.S. Boxing Association title.
He served three years at Fountain Correctional Facility for robbing a man of $442 at knifepoint.

•McDowell...
FROM PAGE 6
to get a game to keep pace, but
we know this isn't going to be
easy," Showalter said.
Until the seventh, the Yankees
had no success against Mussina.
They had only three bascrunners
in the first six innings, none of
whom reached second base. Mussina struck out the side in the
first and was blowing pitches past
the Yankees at will.

"It was the best I've ever seen
him pitch," Wade Boggs said.
McDowell, meanwhile, was
just as effective for the Yankees.
Baltimore didn't get a runner to
second base until the sixth and
hit into three double plays.
Strawberry, batting sixth as the
designated hitter, was robbed of a
hit by Barberie in the fifth. He
looked at three straight called
strikes in the second inning and
flied out to right in the seventh.

•Post 26...
FROM PAGE 6
tory to claim the championship.
Bowling Green would have
needed two wins over Mayfield
for the championship.
Mayfield now prepares to face
Eastern Sectional champ South

Shore for the state championship.
South Shore is located in Greenup County, and will host the
best 2-out-of-3 series beginning
Friday at 6 p.m. CST. The second
game will be Saturday night. If a
third game is necessary, it would
be Sunday at 1 p.m.

Raiders' Davis holding
city of Oakland to deal
By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Spoils Wrrter
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) Locking the Raiders into returning to Oakland could be the easy
part. Getting them to stay through
the I6-year term of the stadium
lease will depend on turning wntten commitments into reality.
Club owner Al Davis said as
much Monday after signing the
final papers committing the Raiders to play at the OaklandAlameda County Coliseum, their
home base before a 13-year foray
to Los Angeles.
Davis said he had kept his part
of the bargain, and he expects
coliseum officials to do the same.
To lure the Raiders back, local
officials have promised an $85
million stadium modernization
and $42 million in loans to the
Raiders to finance their reloca-

non and to build a training facility nearby.
"Everyone has to perform.
Words are just part of a contract.
It's the spirit of the contract
that's important," Davis said.
Davis also said the contract
contains an escape clause under
which either side could back out
of the lease if provisions in it are
breached.
City and county officials have
approved issuing $225 million in
bonds to pay for the renovations
and fund the operating loans for
the Raiders. The bonds are to be
repaid largely through ticket
revenue and sales of so-called
personal seat licenses. The
licenses, one-time fees ranging
from $250 to $4,000, give people
the right to buy Raiders season
tickets for 10 years.

•Vikings...
FROM PAGE 6
different look than in last season's Super Bowl, when it allowed six touchdown passes to San
Francisco's Steve Young.
After a 6-yard completion from
Johnson to tight end Andrew Jordan, safety Rodney Harrison
knocked the ball loose and cornerback Dwayne Harper returned
the fumble 33 yards. The Chargers had fourth-and-2 from the
Vikings 7, but Humphries overthrew Shawn Jefferson in the end
zone.
Cornerback Terrance Shaw,
San Diego's top pick in the April
draft, intercepted Johnson's pass
on the first play of the next drive.
His 19-yard return helped set up
Culver's 4-yard run as San Diego
took its only lead, 6-5 midway
through the second quarter. Gilbert's conversion pass failed.
San Diego reverted to its Super
Bowl form when rookie free
agent safety David Hendrix was
burned on Johnson's 29-yard
scoring pass to Ismail with 2:19
left in the second quarter. Scottie
Graham's conversion run made it
13-6.
"We were driving the ban
every time," Johnson said. "I
felt like we were in there. We

had the interception and the
fumble, but we were moving the
ball pretty effectively."
San Diego tied it when Gilbert,
who was 13-of-17 for 97 yards,
threw a 3-yard pass to Shannon
Mitchell. But Johnson directed an
80-yard drive in the third quarter,
capped by rookie Bobby Phillips'
4-yard run to put the Vikings up
20-13.
After Mike Saxon's 3I-yard
punt went out of bounds at the
Chargers 2, Del Rio blew threw
the right side of San Diego's line
and stuffed Culver for a safety.
Jay Kirchoff added a 21-yard
field goal for Minnesota late in
the game.

A&A AUTO
RENTAI
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Car'.
•-Call Us For Rates
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SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFT
'Your mare than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore
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Grand Opening
is Aug. 12, 1995
Grand Prize - 27" Panasonic T.V.
2nd Prize - Panasonic 4 Head VCR
3rd Prize - Magic Chef Microwave

Holland Motor Sales

Other prizes to be given are: gas, amusement park tickets,
dinners, raft and lottery tickets, and misc. prizes.

513 S. 12th St.

Entries starting Aug. 5, 1995. Drawings wilt be Aug. 12, 1995
6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m. • 641 North • 759-4400

753-4461

I

Sponoonrd By

PROHIBITION DIDN T WORK 70
YEARS AGO, MR. PRESIDENT,.IT ,
WON'T WORK IN 1995!
Support the Kentucky delegation as they shout NO to FDA oversight of tobacco!
Tobacco, the heart of Kentucky's agriculture economy, would be gutted...becoming
the latest victim of Washington politics if the Administration gives the FDA
bureaucratic regulatory oversight over tobacco.
What would the proposed FDA oversight of tobacco mean to you?
• Prohibition...big government telling you you can't make an adult decision.
• 200,000 Kentuckians would lose their jobs.
•Communities supported by tobacco families and tobacco farming would suffer a serious recession.
• Kentucky would lose tens of millions of tobacco tax revenues...affecting schools, senior citizen
programs and transportation improvements...and, your taxes would go up.

Ifthere was ever a time for you to say I've had enough...it's now. Call President Clinton
at (202) 456-1111 and tell him:
• The FDA is overreaching and should not be given oversight over tobacco. Americans
want less government in their lives...not more.Americans want less bureaucracy...not
more. Americans want less government spending...not more.
• Say NO to FDA oversight of tobacco. If you don't call today...it could be too late
tomorrow!
Paid for by the Dark Tobacco Legislative Action Council

_
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DEATHS

Stock Market Report

S.S. Turnbow

Mrs. Della Taylor

S.S. Turnbow, 82, College Farm Road, Murray, died Monday. Aug.
7, 1995, at 3:15 p.m. at his home.
A retired truck dnver and farmer, he was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ. He was the son of the late John Tracy Turnbow and Mary Geraldine Clayton Turnbow.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Myrtle Hainley Turnbow; one
daughter, Mrs. Martha Faye Manners and husband, Manuel, Murray:
one son, Stephen Thomas Turnbow and wife, Joyce, Granite City, Ill.;
two sisters, Mrs. Jeffie Yates, Granite City, and Mrs. Mary Nell Carpenter, Henderson, Tenn.; two brothers, Jewel Turnbow, St. Louis,
Mo., and Junior Turnbow, Salem, Ore.; seven grandchildren, Stevie
Warren, Mark Manners, Shawn Manners, Rhonda Stone, Glenda Belcher, Rhonda Ramsey and Dawn Michelle Turnbow; five greatgrandchchildren, Stacy Ramsey, Jarod Manners, Crystal Allen, Courtney Jetton and Michael Evans.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Oak Grove Cemetery, Dukedom, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Connie Edward Futrell
Connie Edward Futrell, 82, 103 S. McLean St., Hudson, Ill., died
Sunday, Aug. 6, 1995, at 10:13 p.m. at BroMenn Healthcare, Hudson.
He had retired in 1974 after 37 years with the Building and Bridge
Department of P. & P.U. Railroad. He was a veteran of World War II.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Phill Futrell and Lilly
Jones Futrell, and two brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Kilgore Futrell, to whom he
was married on Jan. 15, 1931; one daughter, Mrs. Cathie Appel, Hudson, Ill.; three sisters, Mrs. Olive Flood, Murray, and Mrs. Laura Morrison and Mrs. Pearl Sholar and husband, Miles, Dexter; one brother,
Hobson Futrell, Hammond, Ind.; two grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Pleasant Hill Cemetery in
Land Between the Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral home after I p.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Polly Mabel Goforth
Funeral rites for Mrs. Polly Mabel Goforth were Sunday at 4 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Van Russell
officiated. Music was by Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Erwin, singers, and Cindy Cossey, pianist.
Pallbearers were J.C. Perry, Russell Perry, Andrew Goforth, Buddy
Goforth, Steve Cothran and Willie Dick. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Goforth, 52, Rt. 2, Murray, died Friday, Aug. 4, 1995, at 12:55
p.m. at her home.
Survivors include her husband, Clarence Goforth; her father, Elmer
Maynard Perry, Pine Knott, Ky.; one stepdaughter, Christy Ann
Goforth, Chatworth, Ga.; two stepsons, Clarence Goforth Jr. and Fred
Andrew Goforth, both of Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Alma Louise
Stebelton, Mason, Ohio, and Mrs. Mildred King, Cincinnati, Ohio;
two brothers, James W. Perry, Pine Knott, and Lloyd Perry, Henderson, N.C.

Vernon M. Wilson
The funeral for Vernon M. Wilson was today at 11 a.m, in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Steve
Douglas officiated. Mrs. Oneida' White was organist.
Pallbearers were Orvis Strader, Bobby Wilson, Sammy Tidwell,
Reuben Chrisman, G.W. Turpin and Eddie Linn. Entombment was in
Murray Memorial Gardens Mausoleum.
Mr. Wilson, 92, Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 5, 1995, at 11:20 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jane Paschall and husband,
Pat, Puryear, Tenn.; two grandchildren, Mrs. Kay Wand and husband,
John, Crystal Lake, Ill., and Mrs. Debbie loon and husband, Dennis,
Lantana, Fla.; two great-grandchildren, J.P. Wand and Laura Wand.

Thomas Allen Bucy
The funeral for Thomas Allen Bucy will be Thursday at 10 a.m. at
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. The Rev. Billy Gallimore will
officiate.
Full military rites by 101st Airborne Division, Fort Campbell, will
be at the gravesite at McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home from 4
to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday) and from 4 to 9 p.m. Wednesday.
Mr. Bucy, 71, Bowling Green, formerly of New Concord, died Sunday. Aug. 6, 1995, at 10:55 p.m. at the home of his son in Bowling
Green.
Survivors include his former wife, Mrs. Ira Dean Huey; three sons,
Michael Allen Bucy and wife, Peggy, Kirksey, David Kent Bucy and
wife, Jennifer, Bowling Green, and Harold Thomas Bucy, Nashville,
Tenn.; six grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

Mrs. Della Elizabeth Hill Taylor, 88, Rt. 4, Murray, died today,
Aug. 8, 1995, at 3:15 a.m. at Long Term Care 'Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She had worked beside her husband, John Tom Taylor, at their former Hazel and Murray businesses, known as Taylor Motors, for many
years. The Taylors were married July 28, 1924, and he died in March
1982.
Mrs. Taylor was a life long member of Green Plain Church of
Chnst; a member of Paris Road Homemakers Club; and had worked
for 25 years as a weekly volunteer for the x-ray department at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Nov. 29, 1906, she was the daughter of the late Lonnie Hill
and Nora Lassiter Hill. One brother, Lassiter Hill, also preceded, her in
death.
Survivors include three sons, Tommye D. Taylor and wife, Anna
Faye, and Charles Dwain Taylor and wife, Mary, Murray, and Dan
Keith Taylor and wife, Beverly, Farmington; one sister, Mrs. Lola
Parker, Metropolis, Ill.; seven grandchildren, Gary Taylor and wife,
Peggy, Puryear, Tenn., David Taylor and wife, Jennifer, Murray, Russ
Taylor and wife, Kim, Metropolis, Ill., Randy Taylor and wife, Lee
Ann, Louisville, Jennifer Taylor Heegel and husband, Gordon, Memphis, Tenn., and Malcom Taylor and Rena Taylor, Nashville, Tenn.;
11 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at TO a.m, in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Final rites for Mrs. Sandra Kay Puckett were Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Dr. Randal
Pollock officiated.
Pallbearers were Steve Williams, Lynn Lee, Billy Joe Lee, Kim
Duncan, Larry Bliles and James Hicks. Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Puckett, 36, South Eighth Street, Mayfield, died Saturday,
Aug. 5, 1995, at 6:25 p.m. at her home.
Survivors include her husband, Gary Wayne Puckett; her father,
Billy Moss Morefield, and her mother, Mrs. Rosie Hicks and husband,
James, Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs. Pamela Thurman and Mrs. Tammy Mix and husband, Dwayne, Wingo, and Mrs. Lisa Bliles and husband, Larry, Water Valley; two brothers, Billy T. Morefield, Murray,
arid Shannon Morefield, Mayfield; her grandmother, Mrs. Ruben::
Murray.

Mrs. Betty Jo Smith
Services for Mrs. Betty Jo Smith were Monday at 4 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Jerry Mayes officiated.
Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Hospice, c/o Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Murray.
Mrs. Smith, 63, Fox Meadows, Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 5,
1995, at 5:17 p.m. at her home. Her death followed an extencle,1
illness.
Survivors include her husband, Edward E. Smith; two daughters,
Mrs. Janice F. Couzens, Tucson, Ariz., and Mrs. Judy T. Vester, Murray; three sons, lames S. Thurman and H. Thomas Thurman, Murray,
and John W. Thurman, Jacksonville, Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Doris Beck,
Warren, Ohio; one brother, Bud Glunt, Niles, Ohio; five grandchildren; 11 stepgrandchildren.

Funeral rites for Johnny Hugh kobbins will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Joe Bagwell
and the Rev. Mike Rumble will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Kim Blake, Roger Gamer, Greg Rhodes, James
Mahan, Craig Robertson and Mike Orten. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Robbins, 32, Hazel, died Saturday, Aug. 5, 1995, at 11 p.m. in
the Emergency Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Terri Ann Paschall Robbins; two
sons, Jason Hugh Robbins and Justin Wesley Robbins, Hazel; his
father, Johnny Eldridge Robbins, Hazel; his mother, Carolyn Jean Ferguson Robbins, Murray; his grandparents, Jimmy and Roberta Ferguson, Murray; his parents-in-law, Gerald and Dian Paschall, Puryear,

To report local news call 753-1916
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EMMANUEL BAPTIST'
ACADEMY
OPEN HOUSE
Back To School Party
Monday 8/14195
6:30-8:30 p.m.
Come join us as we provide a Christian
environment and academic excellence
for our children.

First day of school
Thursday 8-17-95
(Before and after care availablt

"Grades K-6
'Open Enrollment
'Certified Teachers
*Loving Christian Care
EBA is located on the first floor of Sinking Sprir.
Baptist Church 1/2 mile past Southwest Elemental
School on Wiswell Road.
For More Information Call 753-6487 or 43;-44s..

1 Piece Fish,3Jumbo Shrimp, 1 Pair ofFrog Legs
Served With White Beans, Baked Potato or Fries,
Mayonnaise or Vinegar Slaw, and Hushpuppies.
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Holland Tire Co.

Have You Tried Our Sampler Plate?

HOG MARKET

RESTAURANT
Aurora, Ky. • Hwy. 68 East
For the

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
and Toyota of Murray
will be closed
Wednesday, August 9,
from 9 a.m. til Noon,
due to a death in
the family.

•
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Dean Foods

Johnny Hugh Robbins

The funeral for William Terrell Roberts was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Elder Arlie Larimer officiated. Singers were from Mt. Moriah Primitive Baptist Church.
Pallbearers were Jerry Vance, Mike Vance, John Clements, Lestel
Elkins, James Turner and Daniel Dillon. Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
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best catch ofthe season, reel in these money-saving coupons.
Special

Sampler Plate
Special

Sampler Plate
Special

sei

$6.99

$6.99

s6.99

With This Coupon
Limit One Per Person
Expires Aug. 31, 1995
Aurora Location Only

With This Coupon
Limit One Per Person
Expires Aug. 31, 1995
Aurora Location Only

With This Coupon
Unit One Per Person
Expires Aug. 31. 1995
Aurora Location Only

With This Coupon
Limit One Per Person
Expires Aug. 31, 1995
Aurora Location Only

be,
to

Buy 1, 2 or 3 Piece
Fish Dinner &
receive the same for

Buy 1, 2 or 3 Piece
Fish Dinner &
receive the same for

Buy 1, 2 or 3 Piece
Fish Dinner &
receive the same for

Buy 1, 2 or 3 Piece
Fish Dinner &
receive the same for

1/2 price!

1/2 price!

1/2 price!

1/2 price!

With This Coupon
Limit One Per Person
Expires Aug. 31, 1995
Aurora Location On

With ThLs Coupon
Limit One Per Person
Expires Aug. 31. 1995
Aurora Location Only

With This Coupon
Limit One Per Person
Expires Aug. 31, 1995
Aurora Location On!

With This Coupon
Limit One Per Person
Expires Aug. 31. 1995
Aurora Location Only

Sampler Plate
Special

Sampler Plate

Private Banquet Room Available For All Occasions. (502) 474-2202
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1995.
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753.4199
or nationwide
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MR, TUXEDO'S
under new management and at a
new location.
607 S. 4th St.

753-8809

r

CULVER'S ATV has
reopened after 3yrs its at
the same location across
the street from Country
Crossroads in Hardin, KY
Parts & accessories available as well as mechanical
work Come by & see us
502 437.4963

Appliance parts to fit
most major brands.
New & Used
Large Inventory

753-1713

Our name says it all.

CWI customers Bud Stew
arls no longer with CWI
Workers were canceled
under new management If
trash is missed call
1 317 574 4380 ask for
Dallas

Sales Position
Open

PSYCHIC reackng by Sue
502-876-7398 $500 fiat
fee or gift
WEIGHT loss stop smok
ing and bad habits
759 2295

753-9770
(EDWINA)

759-2032
(LYNDA)

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern
Baptist School

/0111k

First Day 01School -Thurs., Aug.17,1995
Enroll Now Grades K-6
Located at Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Near Southwest Elementary

753-6487
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OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon Tues Pizza, salads
hot sandwiches gyros
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800649 3804

FORGOTTEN Thyme
herbs and everlastings
Wed- Sat 9-6 753-2171 2
miles down Old Murray
Paris Rd

• GUARANTEED HOUSING LOANS AVAILABLE NO
DOWN PAYMENT, MAY INCLUDE CLOSING COST • 30
YEAR FIXED RATE, 10 DAY CLOSING
• WE CAN GET YOU PRE OUALIFIED IN ABOUT 15
MINUTES
• THERE'S A LOAN PROGRAM AVAILABLE, WHETHER
YOU ARE A 1ST TIME BUYER OR A HOME BUYING
VETERAN WE CAN HELP

trL

MONEY, career, marriage
or family problems
759-2295

4 POSITIONS open for
evening shifts Hours
5 30pm to 8 30pm Sunday thru Thursday Cal
753-1880 after 6pm

GREY'S PROPERTIES CAN HELP YOU WITH
A LOAN PROGRAM.

759-2001
(OFFICE)

HOUSE 01 Clothes where
$1 00 buys what you need
Shons mans t shirts &es
ses work pants Mon thru
Fri 1701 N 121 Bypass
Phone 753 6981 Sat Sun
13 miles from Murray on
46.4 489-2243

DEPRESSION stress,
PliitS aging menopause
Counseling center
759 2295

CALL US, WE HAVE A HOME WAITING FOR YOUI

ol

Appliances

Computers

Ward Elkins
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MasterCard

RAYSIFIEDS
CliuA$

9 a.m.

437-4432

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have an alternate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may
be able to provide the money
under the alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

experiSales
ence a must. tf
you're not earning $25,000 a
year you need to
contact John at

753-6433
DIRECTOR of Teacher
Education Services, College of Education Position
to begin August 1995
Qualifications Earned doctorate, master's degree
considered with extensive
experience in held Must
have experience in public
schools and higher educe
Son. strong management
and organizational skills
ability to supervise and
maintain a computer based
information management
system, knowledge of and
experience in working with
Kentucky's state teacher
certification process and
regulations Responsibilities Manage the admission
to teacher education process, maintain formal rela
bonships with area schools
for pre student teaching
Sold placements, operate
the Murray State Unrversity
Kentucky Teacher Internship Program maintain the
comprehensive data hasp
for all teacher education
programs, provide leson
veth units across the Murray State University campus and with the Kentucky
Department of Education
Application Deadline August 11, 1995 To apply
Send letter of application
and resume to Dr Bill Price,
College of Education Murray State Unrversity, PO
Box 9. Murray, Ky
42071-0009 Murray State
University is an equal education and employment op
portunity M/F/D. AA
employer

ME.DiCAL office looking for
a part time X Ray Tech
Please send resume to
P 0 Box 1040T Murray
KY 42071'

..

(COLORTYME)
accepting
Now
for
applications
Delivery Specialist/Account Manager Trainee. Full
time position that
includes delivery.
pickup and cusservice
tomer
Come join the always growing and
exciting Rent-toOwn industry. Immediate opening
in Murray at 408
N. 12th St.

Lawn & Landscape
Maintenance Company has one full
time crew chief position availabie. Applicant must be able to
drive a standard
and
trantanission
have a valid driver's
license. Calk will be
taken between 4 and
6 p.m. only.
753-5726.

WEEKLY
ACCEPTING applications EARN $1000'S
STUFFING ENVELOPES
at Dutch Essenhaus
AT HOME START NOW
753-2334
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
A MEDICAL office looking SUPPLIES. INFORMAfor a part time person with TION, NO OBLIGATION
nursing experience Please SEND SASE TO STER
send resume to P 0 Box LING DEPT 33, PO BOX
149167, ORLANDO. FL
1040U, Murray, Ky 42071
32814
BINDERY worker- commercial printer, full time ESTABLISHED lawn sergeneral worker Apply in vice needing fullome help
person Printing Services & Phone 753 6986
Supplies, 102 N 4th St.
FULL time position for a
Murray, Ky
short order cook at Pam's
CARPENTER needed, Deli Apply at 410 Main St
must have minimum 3yrs No phone calls please
experience in commercial( Hours are 7 30am 3 30prn
residential construction
Mon Fri
Call for interview 753 0834
GENERAL maintenance
COOK for daycare center. yard work, painting, roof401rs a week Call Janice ing. must be hard working
Mother energetic dependable and
for interview
Goose Learning Center able to work without superMayfield 247-4781, after vision Must have own
5 30pm 247-7541
transportation 753-3018

Michelson Jewelers has a rare but immediate opening for
an experienced bench
jeweler. Minimum of
5 years experience,
skill tests will be required for all applicants. Resumes welcome to: MJC, One
Blvd.,
Executive
Suite 335, Paducah,
Ky. 42001.

HEATING & cooling ductwork installers Paid holidays & vacations
435-4699
SHELP Wanted$ Experienced carpenters & laborers needed for 2yr project
Apply in person Ray Bell
Construction, held office,
Lot It, Gilbert Graves Dr ,
Murray, KY
COUNTER help needed
Must be able to work Mon Fri 9am- 4pm Ideal for
someone with children in
school Apply at Campus
Coffee Shop 200 N 15th
St

America's Second Car

je Ugly Duckling

M

IEMEECIali
Locations Coast to Comm

Help Wanted

NO EXPERIENCE $503
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
124 HOURS)
NOW accepting applica
tions for part time service
station attendant Apply at
641 Shell 516 S 12th St
NOW hiring all shifts Apply
in person at Subway,
Olymprc Shopping Murray
NOW hiring Southern Baptist workers needed for
school based school age
day care program Week
day hours 6 30- 7 45am
and 300- 5 30pm High
school diploma,GED and
love for children required
Call 753-6487 before
8 30pm
NURSES Aide( CNA Will
train and work all shifts as
needed Not a fulltime posi
bon Need a mature flexible
person who would enjoy
working with the elderly in a
pleasant enviroment Own
transportation & telephone
required Call Glade Dodd
at 7517109 for appointment EOE
PAINTERS must have 2yrs
experience or more
steady work Apply at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St Murray
502 753 4839
PAPA John's Pizza now
hiring part and full time
employees Seeking man
agement personnel & delivery drivers Flexible hours
& competitive wages Apply
in person
PART-Time salesman
basic construction knowledge needed Work own
hours, potential growth
available Must have own
vehicle call 753-0834 to
set up appt
PART time maintenance,
starting pay $5 50/hr Lawn
skills required Apply at Hilldale Apt office, Hardin. KY,
between 7am- 3pm, Mon
Fri 437-4113 EOE
PART lime lob, lpm- 6pm
M F Send resume to P 0
Box 1040H, Murray Ky
42071
POSTAL JOBS $12 68/hr
to start plus benefits Carriers sorters clerks, maintenance For an appointment & exam information
call 1-800-819-5916 ext
77 8am 8pm, 7 days

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

* Quality Sound & Lighting Since 1980 *

For appliance, t.v.
furniture delivery and installation Some experience required
Call 753-1713
For Interview

Sound Wave Productions
Mobile al and Sound Reinforcement Services
Quality sound and lighting for all occasions
Hundreds of song titles available in all styles
of music from the 50's to the present.

For Bookings Call

753-2981

ATTENTION C.W.I. CUSTOMERS
COMMERCIAL WASTE, INC.

PRESCHOOL & child care
worker, 40'hrs Mother
Goose Learning Center,
Inc Mayfield Phone tor
& interview
appt
502-247-4781 ask for Janice 502-247-7541 after
5 30pm
PRODUCTION PERSONNEL Day shift benefits alter probation period Production pay can make up to
$7 75/hr after 30 days with
company Apply in person
at Mid- America Homes
Inc , Hwy 641 Bypass. Ben4 20 2 5
KY
ton,
Mid502-527-5006
Amenca Homes is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
SERVERS needed Apply
in person after 11 00am
Chnstophers Steak House
Murray
WAITRESS hostess cake
baker, dishwashers Apply
in person Dumplins 305
S 12th St Murray
WE need a caring sitter for
our 8 month old son in our
home References re
gutred Call 489 6079

•

Due to various route changes and the "heat wave" our
service has been running a little late. Thank you for
bearing with us during this time frame. We look forward
to meeting your solid waste collection needs. Please
contact our office if you have any questions.

1-800-585-6033
Thank you,
Employee's of C.W.I.
"Service is our business, excellence is our goal."
2
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ala
Domestic

& Childcare
ABSOLUTELY clean , Wil
clean your home or office
Experienced. references
Call Kim 753 5807
WILL do house cleaning
some odd jobs Call days &
evenings Betty and Nancy
474 2131

ton
Business
Opportunity
BRIDAL Si Formal wear
store for sale Great price
753 4104
SELL travel premiums for
an established travel co
part time of full time Set
your own hours Commis
sion based pay scale Call
901 642 6525 altar 7pm tor
more details

4860X2 40 PACKARD Bosh
multi media compute( ex
cellent condition
753 7284
ALWAYS CHECK WITH
HAWKINS RESEARCH
FOR YOUR COMPUTER
& OFFICE NEEDS I304-E
ST
CHESTNUT
SO2-753-7001.
APPLE II computer games
& toy sock 489-2772
IBM XT COMPATIABLE
$150 Daisy wheel printer
$75 Smith Corona eras
able spell checker typewn
ter $65 354 9150

FOR Sail
753 7822

301I"

gas range

FOR sale
Kenmore
washer & dryer, $450 Ken
more trash compactor $200
used less than 3yrs Small
drone set. 4 chairs $75
CM 753 2753 after 6pm

TUFFED back sofa 2
chars Bargain 753-6239
or 753 9627
WATERBED king size no
wave comotem with sup
port frame & packied side
2 heaters
boards
753-1319

III

Nosw

Furnishings

Angus,

FOR sale Cochran sold
maple dining table with 6
Call
$200
chairs
489-2826

BENTON Antiques Colo
n(al home 13 rooms hied
to overflowing Something
for everyone budget 103
West 131 St Benton KY
502 527 5424 Tues Sat
10am 5pm Sun lpm
5Pm

KING size waterbed Sealy
body scent mattress 12
drawer pedestal mirrored
headboard $300 °Do
492 8156

2t0
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

MAUVE couch $350
Country blue recliner,
$100 2 lamps $60/both
489.2068

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492 8646 days 753 1418
evenings

QUEEN waterbed with new
heater, mattress not in
ducled $150 753 7195

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pm
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

SOLID oak while knish di
nette table & chairs $300
Large sold oak coffee table
& 2 end tables, $285 Call
753-5644 after 5pm

WANT to buy Anbques &
collectibles. Coca Cola
items civil war artifacts
stone whiskey tugs with ad
verbsing gas & oil adverbs
ing glassware old toys
etc Phone 753 3633 ask
for Larry

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
4.37-4667
FIREWOOD also tree set
vice 436 2562

CLASSIFIED

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

;

502-759-1333

Service and Quality Al Everyday Low Prices
BOGARD Trucking and Ex
cavating, Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446

Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

FOR sale 4,000 2x4's 39in
long Call 753-3341 between 8-4 Mon- Fn

/ ALPINE
)cockfordfxsaab

FOR sale almost new wedding dress Call 759-2541
or 759-9215 leave
message
GOOD clean used lawn
mowers, clearance prices
J D Cub, Sears & others
Hutson Ag Equipment
247-4456
GOOD running riding mowers. $150. $250, push
mower, $50 753 8292
MOTORCYCLE helmets
steel toe work boots, hunting boots, camotlauge clothing Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield

PEACHES Missouri watermelon & cantelope Murray's only open air market
D&M Market, 403 Sycamore 753-7483
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
SMITH Mattress Factory
Ky
Symsonia,
502-851-3160 We can
build any size mattress,
SPA 66' round x26' deep
roomy bi level bench sea
Ong for 4-6 adults or 66
square x 27 deep Lounge
contoured benches for 4-5
adults Call 753 6001
SUNTANA tanning bed,
very low hours, $350 worth
of brand new 20 minute
bulbs, like new $1 5(9)
753-2339
TANNING beds commer
cial units at home unit
prices 502 753 1300
TREADMILL excellent con
dibon, $150 Antique sewing machine & cabinet
753-9475
TROY 6hp Rototiller,
electric start used very
link) new engine middle
buster, $795 Airgometer
top of the line as new $100
Magic Chef electric drop in,
black cook top iron eyes
very clean $50 753 2200

•

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Ihisit•

Clarion
Dixieland Center

753-0113

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help.
If you are energetic, enthusiastic and like
people, we would like to meet you.
Daytime positions available:
itr Cooks
str Customer Service Workers
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky
Fried Chicken restaurant, EOE/M/F.

KFC
HELP WANTED
SPEECH THERAPISTS
Purchase District Health Department
currently has a part time 100 hour per
month position for a Speech and Language Pathologist. Excellent fringe benefit package. In addition to making home
visits, the individual will coordinate various Clinical and Home Health Therapy
Programs. Routine reimbursed travel
Kentucky License, Masters
required_
Degree, and Certificate of Clinical CornEntry level salary
petence required
$16 96 per hour or $20,352 per 1200 hour
year. Negotiable with experience Possible 10% increase in hourly wage within 1
year of employment Applications may be
obtained at any local health center or at
the Purchase District Administrative Office, 320 N 7th Street, Mayfield, KY
42066. College transcripts are required.
Deadline for applications is midnight,
Monday, August 14, 1995 For further
information, contact Jeanetta Berry,
Home Health Administrator, (502) 4449625, ext. 54. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

Fisher-Price
In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Fnday)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit package
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers.
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer WHEW

•
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Homes
For Sal.

Apertmeale
For Real

&AMIN.

Rattan

1101.11.:011019..A•41
li:I

Boer
Moises

Used
Can

B), Peter

SE RAINBOW vacuum ex
cellent condition $600
Must sell 437 4338

OFFICE space for rent
$350+ mo pius deposit Can
tory 21 Loretta Jobs Real
tors 753 1492 ask tor Tina

270
Mobilo
Horns, For Sale
12x55 1968 REGE central
Ma, 2br, house type roof
489 6079
1994 CLASSIC 1680 lee
new
3br
2 baths
435-4548

Wmal
To Rent
RETIRED military tam,'
moving to Calloway County
wants to rent 3 4br noose
Cal 753 0896
120

WE move mobile homes for
the pubic Today s Homes
Benton Ky 502 527 5645

Aporlisosis
For Rent
1 2,380 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
753 1 25 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm

Moen
Homes For Rent
2BR 8mi North of Murray
$210 plus deposit
753 8582
2BR in nice park 5 miles
East of Murray 492 6151
20F1 on nice private lot 7mi
East of Murray Cali Linzy
Beane
residence
436 2582
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking Ws
tance to college 753-5209

1BR furnished apartment
mo plus deposit no
pets 1214 next to fair
gro
s 753-3139
1 OR 28r apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2-3BR apt 901 Sunny
Lane $350rno 753-3415
or 753-7123
2BR apt appMances in
eluded $350imo plus deposit 753 8598 leave
message

MOBILE Home Village
SBOimo water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

2BR furnished close to
campus dishwasher, patio
carport $350m0 plus utilities deposit lyr lease
Farmer
161 1
1 800 589-7956

NEW park newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pick
up & aty water $100, mo
492-8488

EFFICENCY apt near university rent $175 mo plus
deposit, no pets 753-4161
daytime 489-2181 night
time

Mobile
Home Lois For Rent

inn
Business
Rentals
1000 SO FT OFFICE
space or small business
plenty of parking
753-6106 753-3258
COMMERCIAL property
office or retail 917 Coldwa
ter Rd lease deposit &
references required 5325
753-6069 leave message
DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse
$175mo including all utili
ties Also nice suite of offices with windows
$595/mo including all utiltoes 753-1266
OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft 308N 1 2th, next to
Faye s 753-9212
OFFICE or retail building
zoned 82, approx 1600 sq
ft NE corner 13th & PopIan Call 753-6001

FEMALE roommate looking to share space and
expenses duplex 7 miles
from campus, environment
is serene, clean and orderly Must enjoy indoor
cats, neutered completely
declawed and well
groomed Dog very loveable, provides companionship and protector Prefer
individual who understands
the demands of college and
work Duplex a completely
furnished need only bedroom furnishings Amenities include dishwasher,
washer & dryer satellite,
full size attic and deck
Expenses $18000 (electric only) Space
available mid August, prior
to fall semester, Murray
State University Please
leave name, number, and
the time of day you can be
reached Thank you
753-8607
NICE duplex Northwood
753-0900

4iiiikwitesureamwilikkaavaanwo
Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Pate Ettecfive April I, 1995

Call 753-1916 for details.

KENTUCKY Lake Lakeland Mostly Vetage lbr
apartment utilities in
cluded rent based on in
come 65 & older or handl
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502 354 8888
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 30r apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now accepting appli
cations for 1 2br apart
merits Apply in person
Mon Fri
1 30pm 4pm
1409 Diagiud Dr
NEAR university, deluxe
apt 2br & living room, extra
large with fine quality carpet Kitchen dinette has
range refrigerator dishwasher & disposal
Washer dryer hook-up
Four big roomy closets
Central electric heat and
air $300'mo 753 4560
9arn 5pm
NOW taking applications
for Section Blow refit Nousing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between Etam-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
VERY nice 2br 1 bath du
plex with carport, appliances furnished, central
gas hie. $4751mo, 1yr
lease. 1 month deposit, no
pets 753-2905

Custom Woodworking
&

S
..,..,
aan..,
,

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 S.JABLRY

I.C.17R5R3SY ;Ball•Ird Bunny EiN•ad)

• ./)
'ANI"'..M.C4...64..•
al'

Service

,c‘\)B rQuality °the

Free Estimates
21 Hour Service
Landscaping

ROOM in town $125irno
753-8292

2BR 1 bath house stove
efrigerator and dis
hwasher furnished,
$350/mo plus deposit, water included 753-9620, after 7pm 753-7453
2BR house 1 block from
MSU with washer, dryer,
stove & refrigerator,
$400mo 753-3406 days,
436-5917 nights
LARGE house and lot
many extras 4mi S Hwy
641 no pets $475 with
deposit 492-8120
150
For Rent
Or Loam
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Cente
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40irno 759-4081
LEASE to hunter 300 acre
refuse
wildlife
502-753-1300

Hedge Trimmirq

Tree Service °
"44 sem"
Light flabliv, Etc.

9YR OLD Bay (Duarte
horse registered 753-7806
nights 753-4.563 days
COW hay clover, grass
$1 50 bale 753-2294

1 4 YEAR old registered
Chocolate Labrador Re
viewer $100 492 8824
DOG obedience classes or
prrvate Serving Murray 14
years 436-28.58

FRESH home grown peas,
beans, sweet corn, canning
tomatoes, cucumbers &
more Murray Original farmer's market for the past 10
years D&M Market, 403
Sycamore 753-7483
OZARK Gold and Gala apples Also Brarnson plums
Cali 753-9468 or 753 4725

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

PEACHES Cresthaven
and Biscoe large tasty
Freestone varieties from
Dale Werner Orchard of
Metropolis II Are now available in Murray on 641
South everyday These are
truly tree ripened, fabulous
peaches Early Elberta will
be available on a limited
basis for a few days, then
they will be abundant Elberta Queen (the old fashioned Elberta) will be ripe
approx August 10 Variety
Sweet Sue and variety Finale are turning color. will
be available in approx 10
days Variety Encore the
last poaches of the year will
be ripe in the Labor Day
time frame 618 524 5783

izt

$55,900 is your tic
1555 sq. It. BRICK home. Three bedrooms,2 full baths, 28' great room,eat-in
kitchen, large master suite, vaulted ceiling,fireplace,central heat & air and many
more amenities. Custom built on crawl
space. Garage, basement and other options available
Now Offering A
100%
Mosey-Back
Guarantee
sik For Details

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
of America
17.000 Beaus Vslue
Oiai Porelmse
of Garage

Model Available: 502-554-3267
Or 24 Hr/Day Call 800-589-3802

BEAUTIFUL flat lot al
underground city utilities including gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights lo
cated behind Gatesbor
ough $13,900 753-2339
OVERSIZED lot for sale in
Southwest Villa 759-2561
SEVERAL beautiful lots located in Gatesborough
Subdrvision all with trees
Call Pete Waldrop at
Shroat Waldrop Real Estate 753-7249 or 753-9662
SOUTHWEST area 14
acre building lots each with
20011 road heritage re$12 500
stricted
435-4548 after 5pm

103 ACRES all fenced in
surveyed 2 barns a garage
2 small buildings tool shed
3br doublewide with house
roof & carport added pond
stocked with fish Shown by
appointment only
436-5648
5 FARMS,owner financing,
10, 45, 65, 70. 110 acres
Large AC burley barn for
rent Dark fired barn for
sale 502-753-1300

en
Homes
For Sale
2BR brick Just outside city
imits, sunroom. carport,
central ha, $67,900 Coleman RE 753-9898
38R 1'4 bath bock home at
1302 S 16th St. $69,000
Can be seen by calling
753-3903 after 4pm
3BR 2 bath fenced back
yard storage building,
landscaped, appliances
Located 102 N 18th St.
$70,500 753-8007
38R brick home by owner
502-753-8049
3BR duplex for sale
753-7947

3BR house with large yard
stuage, 9mi out 121N
priced in low 60's
489-2296

BEAUTIFUL 5br house bcated on Olive Blvd For
sale or lease, immediate
occupancy Call Pete Waldrop at Shroat Waldrop
Real Estate 753-7249 or
753-9662

Real
Estate
4 PLUS acres road fron
tage, race location beaub
tut building site Call
753 7868
CUT the red tape by selling
your real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Re
ally 753 5066

FOR sale by owner 3 or 4br
2'4 baths, 5200 sq ft ,
9-1011 ceilings hardwood
Boors, view this gas fireplace, whirlpool bath
16x24 master bedroom,
lots of closets In Southwest school district with city
utilities on 2 acres with
30x30 shop Must see this
Call now at
home
753-4873
NEW 2 story brick home in
city, 4br 24 bath
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040
NEW 3br homes priced in
70's & SC's,financing avail
able will consider tradd
753 3672 after 5pm
NEW 4br 24 bath home in
Campbell Estates Extra
nice home with all ame
naes Priced to sell Call
753 3903 after 4pm
NEW home ready now
3br 2 bath master bath
has whirlpool 911 ceilings
hardwood floors custom
cabinets fireplace lots of
closets 3000 sq ft in
Southwest Villa Subdivision Call now at 753 4873
NICE 3br ranch in Florida 2
car attached garage 2 full
baths In Deltona 35mi
from Daytona Beach
Middle 70's
Phone
904-532-5123
WHY pay high rent when
you can buy a quality 2br 2
bath in the 580's
759 2571

1979 FORMULA I Firebird
76.XXA miss new 11(06
good condition 1987
Dodge Dakota 4114 V-6
66,XXX miles salmi moles
one owner 489 2772
1982 BUICK
arnitm caissons sunroof, good condioon $600
759-9308

470
Motorcycles
1100 GOLD Wing Inter
state tow mileage Cal
489 2695 after 6prn
1989 KAWASKI KX 80 din
bike track ready, excellent
shape 345-2511 or
753-4509

1976 CHEVROLET Impala
one owner, 85 XXX actua
miles, clean 435-4389
.)h?
leave

1983 BUICK Regal 20r
54 XXX miles, new paint
new vinyl top, cold air
clean inside 753-8165 al
ter 6prn
1983 MERCURY electric
window
c cruse amilm
radio no rust very good
condition
$1,300
753-1228
1985 CELEBRITY with
100 XXX plus miles good
condition 437-4420

1986 CELEBRITY Euro
air auto $500 down $SC
per month Williams USBC
Cars 492-8898
1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp &
dean Call 492-8566 after
4PrT1
1987 TOYOTA Camry We
gon auto air, Masa pns
am/fm tape, 187 XXX Naas
bums no oil, excellent con
Onion $3,250 436-5610
1988 CUTLASS Carta V-6
air, $00 down $155 per
month Williams Used
Cars 492-8898
1989 OLDS Cutlass Supreme International SWISS
59 XXX actual miles Was
$11,500, now $8,000 some
hail 753-8696
1991 WHITE Escort wagon
good family car $4 500
Call after 5pm 753 4483

Custom
1:11,BINE7c
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LiiLiLl loWi
I
Ut bpet_i/LCatiOnSt
•Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
•Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Solld Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 401 SL (nest to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION Or SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC

A Professional Seri.ice
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms
To kelp yen plea your New Kkcite• or Bathroom

1994 HONDA Accord LX
low mileage, power ever
thing 515,500 Must see
Call 753-3149 leave roessage if call during workday

ving Of Refinancing
Call Ron at

AR MORTGAGE
- vA - CONY - FmHA - JuMBO
niarq in fif

STORM DAMAGE?7
Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding
No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

ADVANCE ROOFING
7° AND CONSTRUCTION

Ai&
43-4

Prompt Professional Service
At Competitive Prices
Custom Home Building • All Types of Roofing
All Types of Flooring • Addibons • Remodeling
PaboS • Decks • Drywall • Siding
12 Years Experience - Free Estimates
Murray, Kentucky

753-5814

436-2111

ALL around hauling mowing tree work, Junk clean
up, cleaning out gutters
Joe 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
toundabons, slabs, sidewalks, driveways buildings,
remodeling repairs, AGO
certfied 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

1985 CHEVROLET tri ton
4 wheel drive, 77.XXX ac
hie! miles 474-2111 after

5pm
1985 TOYOTA 4x4, 4 cyl,
roll bar, 31x10 5x15 new
tires, sharp, $3.950
489 2441
1986 FORD F150 ext cab.
Lanet XLT, miles low, excellent condition, $6,700
obo 474-8331 leave
message
1989 CHEVROLET Silverado SWB, loaded
753-0179
1994 GMC SIERRA, p/s,
Oa a/c, at, 4 3L, V-6, bed liner, trailer lights, Reese
hitch. 20,XXX miles,
$14,900 759-4395
1994 TOYOTA s-cab. aft,
27.XXX miles, $12,900
1994 Camry statonwagon
LE 35,XXX miles, $16,900
753-4470
cOR sale 1988 Chevy
'idverado black & gray with
gray interior, loaded
'9,XXX miles 527 5294 af
ier 5pm
510

1594066
iA

Guaranteed- Atbreaole
Locally Owned
David & Tina Stewart
Serving Calloway County

Vans
1992 FORD Aerostar EXT
amity van, excellent condiion, 80,XXX highway
miles, new Michelin Radials, 100,XXX miles. full
warranty, silver with navy
interior, $12,995
753-8216

1984 MODEL Bronco II,
V-6, automatic, 4wd,
$3,200 obo 753-6740

Call

D&T Hauling

ALL around awn care &
landscaping Call 436-5561
leave message

to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

We Can Save You Money
With The Best Prices Around.
Us At (5021 F.7-2515 Ask For James

LAMB S Tree trimming
stump removal & light hauling 436-2269
LAWN care rTIONIN & trim
ming 436-2528
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
carpets upholstery, tree
estimates 753-5827

Need Garbage
Pickup

1977 CHEVY Silvered°,
$950 759-9246

ISP Wood Products

LAMB Brother Home im
provements remodeling
additions rooting siding,
free estimates 436-2269

1993 CAVALIER wagon
air, auto $300 down $190
per month Williams Used
Cars 492 8898

We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business

We offer all your tobacco
firing wood and sawdust needs.
Just Call

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray
mg serving Murray Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436 2247
or 492-8737

LAMB Brothers Tree Service 502-436 5744

MARC'S Lawn Service
753 6226, 753-4168

1970 CHEVROLET'!, ton
350, at, ps 759-2571

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?

At Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trimming landscap
rig mulching & mulch haul
wig gutter cleaning Clean
up junk, garbage Odd acibs
also Al household moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.

AGAINST the wall wallpap
wing by Chore 753-9274

Call 753-6869

FREE Estimates. 753-8343

Services

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors tree estimates
Wulff s Recovery Murray
KY 436-5560

1992 CAMARO Z-28, 350
V-8, black with red SS
strips, auto, tilt, cruise, pi*,
pit, CD, leather interior,
$14.500 437-4099
753-5950 nights

For free quote or cossultIng.

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.

530

HOUSEKEEPING a ciea
lob by Chore 753 9274

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

M & M Remodeling

Service

CHEETAH 1650LS 30
Mercruiser with AMA& One
outdrive Holiday Trails
trailer All for $5 500
750 1894

A and A Lamb's lawn mowing, light hauling tree trimming. Mark 436-2528

IMraoss...••••••Nue

APPROXIMATELY 4 acres
nice 2 possibly 3br stone &
brick home located in Lynn
Grove, fenced back yard,
plus large garden area or
place for a horse, only
$65,000. Professional Real
Estate 759-1591

FOR Investors, 2812 sq ft
new duplex, Fall Brook
Rental income
Sub
$1100fmo, Pnce $130,000
492-8516 or 762-7221

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

• -Ai ik

2 BEAUTIFUL waterrion
lots Pars Landing deep
water, gentle slope with
eptic, water & cable
$65.000 901 668-2645

3BR duplex for sale
753-5114

Tree Trimming
Stump Removal

Laks
Property

UNDER $50,000 extremely
nice 20ir vinyl sided home
on an acre plus central hat
detached garage minutes
from Murray Professional
Real Estate 759-1591

Fame
For Saki

..4„...6.11.1b*

Tree Removal

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waong to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you we thinking of selling
contact one of COW COUna
OUS and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

450

HORSES for sale saddles
& bridles, $2,500
489-2570

CUSTOM K•TCNEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

HALEY Appraisal Service
Bob Haley state certified
CM 4892266

Campers
1993 PROWLER 5th
wheel, 28-5D, 284 11, best
accessories, stereo, MW
hull awning, double door
refrigerator, H D. insulation, air conditioner & furance, includes electric
brakes and mounts, solid
oak cabinets, $12,995
753-2200
520
Boats
Motors

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works. 753-2455

MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE carpentry, paint
ing electrical siding other
maint
&
apt
(502(436-2819 fax or
modem avail

tut all
PAINTING int
types of home repair, free
estimates Call anytime
436-5032
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
REMODELING and insurance repairs Call us for all
your construction needs
Free estimates Service
Pro 759-1774

SEAMLESS gutters installed residential or commercial, Sewall Gutter Co
753 6433

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759-4690

BOBS Plumbing Service
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832
BUSHHOGGING blade
work, lawn mowing & wee
deatang 489-2077
CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning Speaal $2500
per room Free ScotchGard
Deodorizing
1-502-436-2654
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Speaal sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
arid etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CARROLL'S Custom garden tilling, grader blade
work, bush hogging lots,
estimates
tree
502-492-8622
CH114 Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

18FT BEE Craft runabout COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
150hp Evairude with trailer
Murray
excellent condition, mus Wulff's Recovery,
sell quickly 489-2398, 436-5560
4-89-2578 after 5pm
CUSTOM bulldozing and
1994 19 STRATOS bass backhoe work, septic sysboat. 285 Pro XL 175hp tems, 354-8161 after 4pm.
Evinrude Intruder motor, Horace Shofar
loaded, $17,000 Call DAVID'S cleaning ser759 1955 days 753-8858 vices We clean vinyl, brick,
evenings
drive ways, sidewalks mo
bile homes R V 759-4734
RANGER 330V bass boat
1986 150HP Mariner Mag- DRYWALL, finishing, renum motor, stainless steel pairs additions and blowprop, 12-24 motor guide ing ceilings 753-4761
trolling motor, 3 new batteries. Eagle electronics, very
nice 492-8604

TREE removal and trimming mulching and hauling Call for estimates
492-8254

Central Healing 8 Cooling Service8 Installation
Ouairty Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

NEIL
Murray, Ky.

A AMERICAN
APO STANDARD

(502) 435-4899

WOOD VCR- repairing
vcr s, camcorders, microwaves Mon- Fri 9-12, 1-5,
free estimates 753-0530

FO

ZEBS VCR Repair free
estimates cleaning $15,
average repair, $30
753-3557
560
Free
Column
FREE Puppies Black &
white Beagle Bird Dog mix,
call 489-2925 from 5-8pm
or 489-2273

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers
are
requested to cheat the Nisi
urea.of their ads for
any error. Munay Ledger
S Times wilt be responsible for only come Incorrect iliMatii.0111. Any error
horrid be reported lamad iaiely so corrections
can be made

Miss Your
Paper?

Call 7534916

NEED A SUBSCRIPTION
For your convenience

Murray Ledger & Titnes

is now accepting
Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today,

CAT

FLO MO
OUR Cali
OTHER P
TO DO WWI
`10U TO

WALTER'S Connecting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding painting.
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience free estimates 753-2592

CALL US TODAY
RON HALL HEATING & COOLING

CAL

ROOFING and painting,
interior exterior etc , 25yrs
experience, 10% discount
senior at:liens 474-0107

ASPHALT driveway sealing free estimates
753-2279

BACKHOE Service complete foundations sepbc
systems R H Nesbitt, Con
structor Phone 492-8516.
pager 762-7221

BLO

MULCH, delivered Murray
area 436-5560

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
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MOODY'S mower repair
pick-up and delivery
753-5668

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30, years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
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753 9274

DEAR DR. GOTT I'm a senior citi
zen who, in her youth, achieved a
deep tan every summer Now lie
developed brown spots that haven't
responded to Retin A Is there any
thing new in the dermatology field
that might lighten these spots?
DEAR READER: Unfortunately.
sun-damaged skin is difficult to treat
Brown spots, large freckles and other
blemishes are common consequences
of chronic over-exposure to ultraviolet
light Premature aging of the skin
wrinkles and various skin cancers
also result from sun damage
I am not aware of any new product
that could solve your problem, but you
should ask a dermatologist for additional advice Cosmetic creams and
lotions may cover the spots but. f am
afraid, the brown areas do not usually
respond to medical therapy.
To provide additional information. I
am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "What You Should
Know About Skin Cancer." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433,
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New York. NY ioi63 Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT I've suffered with
incontinence for five years I recently
read that collagen injections are being
given for bladder control problems
and the FDA has approved the use
DEAR READER: Collagen injections. although frightfully expensive,
are a new method of treating urinary
incontinence in women who have neither a gynecological cause (such as a
cystocele) or another type of anatomical abnormality.
Under anesthesia, several injec
tions are placed around the urethra.
the tube that empties the bladder The
collagen appears to improve continence by providing additional support
and.-hence, control. The procedure is
performed by a urologist, so it is from
such a specialist that you could obtain
an opinion about whether you are a
candidate for this procedure.
DEAR DR GOTT: My doctor
recently advised me to continue taking birth control pills to eliminate the
formation of ovarian cysts and the
pain and discomfort that accompanies
them. Your second opinion will be
appreciated

DEAR READER lA ithout knowing
more about ', ,•vr ‘ps-vito case 1 'an
not ansmer ,Liur question Also 1 al
not a gynecologist
However. 1 can sa that this method
is widely used Birth control pills
inhibit ovulation therefore, in women
who take them. cysts rarely form
As you know, ovarian cysts can
cause severe recurring abdominal
pain. So, if you're bothered by this
symptom and your gynecologist advises birth control pills. you should probably continue them under his supervision Or if you wish, obtain a valid
second opinion from another anecol
ogist
i9.45 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D

DAILY COMICS
BLONEIDE

Tea years ago
National Science Foundation
has awarded a $61,000 grant to
Murray State University's Wickhffe Mounds Research Center for
the organization of artifacts collections at the prehistoric site.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Starks, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Nedlock, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. David Copeland, July 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Beane will
be married 50 years Aug. 10,
Murray State University Football Coach Frank Reamer is pictured speaking at the annual Ohio
Valley Conference Football
Coaches' meeting at Nashville,
Tenn. The photo is by Sports
Editor Jim Rector.
Twenty years ago
Seventy persons from 15 states
registered for the 1975 reunion of
William Mason Memorial Hospital Alumni Association held last
weekend at Kenlake State Resort
Park.
Murray's Lucky Strikes won
the 16-18 Youth Girls Softball
Tournament played at Murray.
They will now play in the tourna-

ment at Satellite Beach, Fla.
Vanessa Stone, Kim Smith,
Tammy Overby, Gina Gentry,
Theresa Dover, Kathy Harding
and Amy Pittenger are majorettes
for the Calloway County High
School Marching Band.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Mark
Bazzell, July 13.
Ada Sue Hutson and Steven
Paul Schmitz were married in a
June ceremony at First Christian
Church.
Thirty years ago
Machinist Repairman Second
Class Billie J. Parker, USN, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William Joe
Parker, is serving aboard submarine tender USS Howard W. Gilmore out of Portsmouth, Va.
Helen Hogancamp, director of
Calloway County School Lunch
Program, along with Iva
Edwards, Ruby Tress, Tillie
Geurin, Estelle Duncan, and
Omega Gargus, lunchroom cooks,
attended the 19th annual national
convention of American School
Food Service Association at
Louisville.

TODAY IN HISTORY

YOU •
e,----. ME Ut1, TWICE

wer repair
delivery

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 8, the 220th day of 1995. There are 145
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Aug. 8,.1945, President Truman signed the
United Nations Charter.
On this date:
In 1974, President Nixon announced his intention to resign following new damaging revelations in the Watergate scandal.
Ten years ago: A bomb exploded outside the Rhein-Main U.S. air
base near Frankfurt, killing two Americans, in an attack blamed on the

red Murray

• ext all
repair, tree
ill anytime

'airman with
rvice Call

and incurall us for all
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Red Army Faction.
Five years ago: As the Persian Gulf crisis deepened. American forces began taking up positions in Saudi Arabia; Iraq announced it had
annexed Kuwait; President Bush warned Iraqi President Saddam Hussein that "a line has been drawn in the sand."
One year ago: Israel and Jordan opened the first road link between
the two once-warring countries; Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin became
the first Israeli head of government to officially set foot on Jordanian
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OUR CHILDREN ARE HIRING
OTHER PEOPLE 70 FORCE THEM
TO DO WHAT WE'VE BEEN 8EGGING1
YOU TO DO siOult WHOLE LIVES

1 and DamI and haul
estimates

rYou HIRE THE NET COUN5EL/Xi:4
FiTNESS TRAMER, CLOSET ORGANIZER, FINANCIAL ADVISER,
RELAXATION EXPERT... WHAT DO
sou THINK THESE GENIUSES ARE
?
GOING TO TELL YOU, CATHY?

rEAT YOUR VEGETABLES! --"\I
1E EXERCISE r
GET 501,
RANG UP YOUR CLOTHES!
SAVE YOUR /HONEY!
'60 TO BED AT A DECENT HOW
,

(HELLO ? I'D LIKE TO
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
WITH THE THERAPIST.
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er5. MIC401 9-12, 1-5,
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
Peter H Gott. M D.
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South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH'
Q 96 4
V 85
•J 8
+ Q J 1085
EAST
WEST
+52
+K8
Q 73
V A J64
+1097542
•K Q63
+63
+K 42
SOUTH
• AJ 107 3
V K 1092
•A
4, A 9 7
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
2+
Dble
1+
4+
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
It has been said that nothing is
certain except death and taxes, but
the aspiring bridge player would do
well to add to these-the maxim that
each player is dealt 13 cards. The
backbone of good card play, both
offensive and defensive,rests on this
simple truth.
Take this case where West leads
the king of diamonds against four
spades. Declarer wins and plays the
ace and another spade, losing to the
king. West tries to cash the queen of

Bennie Purcell has been named
tennis coach at Murray State College replacing Jim Hams who
has taken a position at Eastern
Kentucky State College, Richmond. Ron Underviood is assistant tennis coach.
Mrs. Effie Diuguid was honored at a party in celebration of
her 84th birthday on Aug. 4.
Forty years ago
Murray Police Chief 011is
Warren and Police Officers
Novel NU:Reynolds, 0.D. Warren, James Witherspoon, Edward
Morgan and Leo Alexander
attended FBI Firearms School at
Benton on Aug. 4.
Miss Rachel Rowland has resigned as home demonstration
agent for Calloway County after
serving here since July 1940. She
will now be Extension Clothing
Specialist with University of
Kentucky. Miss Rowland was
honored at the annual day of Calloway County Homemakers held
Aug. 4 at Kenlake State Park
Hotel with 100 persons present.
D.L. Divelbiss and Howard
Olila presented a program on the
theme of 'Attendance" at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club held
at Murray Woman's Club House.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: In one of your
columns some time ago, you solicited comments from people who suffered from depression. I am writing
about my expenence to offer hope to
anyone who feels life may no longer
be worth living.
If you are acutely depressed. joy
is replaced by despair and hopelessness. I have been there. Most people
see me as a smart, attractive.
happy, energetic, self-confident
woman. But for most of my life, I
suffered periods of bleak, hopeless
depression, during which I saw no
possibility of a bright future and felt
only self-loathing and anxiety. I
occasionally considered suicide as
the only way out of My pain, but my
two young sons kept me firmly
anchored to the earth.
Over the years, I read everything
I could about depression and underwent various types of therapy. After
learning so much and working hard
at the therapy, it was doubly disappointing to have the periodic bouts
continue. I felt fatally flawed.
Finally. I found antidepressants.
I have been taking medication for
six months and feel like the happy
woman described above. Since I am
also in a therapy group. I asked my
physician how much of the joy.
motivation. energy and optimism I
now feel is due to the medication
and how much to therapy.
What he told me is very important: "In the same way a diabetic
lacks sufficient insulin to process
sugar, some people lack sufficient
chemicals to permit their brains to
function properly." My antidepressant simply makes my brain work
correctly — I do all the rest.
Please urge your readers not to
give up before they have ruled out a
physical basis for their depression. I
was vehemently' anti-drugs. I
believed depression was a character
defect rather than a possible chemical imbalance. I was wrong. It is a
physical affliction as much as diabetes or cancer is.

diamonds, but declarer ruffs.
South enters dummy with a
trump and tries a club finesse, losing to the king. If West, eyeing
dummy's clubs, now gets panicky
and leads the ace of hearts because
he is afraid South will discard his
heart losers on dummy's clubs, he
hands declarer the contract.
West may make this play because he thinks the only chance to
stop the contract is to find East with
the king of hearts. However, this
reasoning is unsound, to say the
least. West should return a club
instead, because this cannot cost
him the contract!
West has all the information he
needs to make the club return completely safe. He knows South started
with exactly five spades and one
diamond,leaving declarer with seven
cards in hearts and clubs.
If South has two clubs, he must
have five hearts; if he has three
clubs, he must have four hearts; if he
has four clubs, he must have three
hearts. In all of these cases, South
cannot escape any heart losers he
has.
Consequently, West's only corI realize this letter is rather long.
rect action is to return a club at trick
but I hope you will print it.
CONTRA COSTA WOMAN
seven and let nature take its course.
The danger that South's heart losers
DEAR CONTRA COSTA
will somehow disappear is more
WOMAN: Your letter will be
apparent than real.
IRE read by many who will identify
with it and be comforted by it.
Thank you for writing.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

DEAR ABBY: I have done a very
HI T E
BEA U MR T had thing. I am 15, not married.
and had a baby girl. I told everyone
ALIIA I N TO
the wrong boy is the baby's daddy. I
A AO
AG L
couldn't say who the baby's real
ES
0
daddy is without getting him in a
BO DEN
lot of trouble.
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TO
Please tell me what to do. I am
A
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SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
At Illuris Tan'A Furniture
is

BEDROOM
1-3 Pc Brown Cherry Bedroom Suite,
Door Dresser, Landscape Mirror, Panel
Head & Footboard & Chest On Chest
Nightstands Available Reg 2499 95

NOW
1599"

1- 3 Pc Washed Pine Bedroom Suite;
Triple Dresser, Large Mirror, Head &
Footboard & Door Chest; Nightstarki Available. Reg. 1995 00

NOW
1297°'

1-3 Pc. Cherry Bedroom Suite; Triple
Dresser, Pediment Mirror, Chest On Chest
& Pediment Headboard: Nightstand Available Reg. 1399 95

NOW
'999"

1-4 Pc. Oak Bedroom Suite; Triple
Dresser, Landscape Mirror, Large Chest,
Headboard, Footboard & Nightstand. Reg.
2295.00

NOW
1/2

All In-Stock & Special Orders On Lexington's Bob Timberlake Collection.

40%
OFF

SELECTED GROUPS
OF MEADOWCRAFT
PATIO FURNITURE

REDUCED .4.
SO`Y0
1-74" Tail Iron t:f. Wicker Etagere. Reg
399.95

NOW
249"

1 -Genuine La-Z-Boy Recliner, Multi-Stripe
Cover, 1 Only. Reg, 569.95

NOW
1/2

1-2 Door Chest By Southern, Washed Pine
Finish. Reg. 799.95

NOW
IN
PROGRESS
iiradnionai Otyie Soto By Hickory Hill;
Semi-Attached Back With A Blue, Burgundy & Green Plaid Cover; Matching
Loveseat Available. Reg, 899.95

NOW
'49995

1 -Double Reclining Loveseat From Lane;
Green, Burgundy & Navy Plaid Stripe
Cover. Reg. 1178 00

NOW
1/2

NOW
1/2

NOW
'499"

1-Highback Occasional Chair By Accentrics, Ornate Carvings With A Book Tapestry
Fabric Reg 1099.95

NOW
1/2

1 -Jade, Burgundy & Gold Stripe Floral
Sofa By La-Z-Boy; Lawson Arm With
Matching Pillows. Reg. 1199.95

NOW
1/2

1 -Overstuffed Chair And Ottoman By
Southern, Loose Pillow Back With Covered Bun Feet, Diamond Tone On Tone
Fabric Reg. 999.95

NOW
'399"

1-2 Pc. Sofa & Loveseat By Taylorsville;
Eight-Way Hand Tied Construction; Blue,
Burgundy, Green & Gold Damask Fabric.
Reg. 3299.95

NOW
1499"

1 -Club Chair By La-Z-Boy, Lawson Style
With A Multi-Stripe Fabric, 1 Only. Reg.
549.95

NOW
177"

1 -Double Reclining Sofa By Lane; Transitional Styled With Teal, Beige & Mauve
Fabric. Reg. 1099.95

NOW
699"

1 -Queen Anne Wing Chair By Fairfield,
Carved Claw Front Legs With A Blue &
Gold Fabric. Reg. 599.95

NOW
250"

1 -Sofa By Hickory Hill; Blue & Burgundy
Multi-Stripe Fabric With Contrasting Arm
Pillows, Reg_ 899.95

NOW
'499"

2-Overstuffed Lounge Chairs By Southern; Loose Pillow Back With Carved Front
Legs & Nailhead Trim; Burgundy, Beige, &
Light Blue Tapestry Fabric. Reg. 699.95

1 -Pub Style Sofa By Hickory Hill; Blue,
Copper & Beige Plaid Cover. Reg. 999"

NOW
'599"

ill Bur1-Camelback Sot'
gundy, GreE
90
0To•ric Reg.
899.95

NOW
1/2

1 -Contemporary Straight Arm Sofa By LaZ-Boy, Green & Beige Stripe Fabric. Reg.
899.95

NOW
1/2

1 -Loose Pillow Back Sofa By Southern,
Two-Cushion Style With A Taupe Damask
Cover & Contrasting Arm Pillows With
Moss Fringe Reg. 1495.00

NOW
1/2

1-Transitional Style Sofa By La-Z-Boy,
Jade, Blue & Copper Fabric; Floor Sample;
Slightly Damaged Reg. 1199.95

NOW
1/2

1 -English Arm Sofa P
gundy Dam2-' SO° .
Rope Trim.

ill; Burni Color

NOW
1/2
NOW
1/2

1-8 Pc. Cherry Dining Room Suite; Oval
Table With 2-12" Fillers, 4 Side Chairs, 2
Arm Chairs & A Broken Pediment China
Cabinet. Reg, 3999.90

NOW
$2495"

1 -Settee By Southern, Chippendale
Stretcher Base With A Pub Style Back &
Nailhead Trim, Green Tapestry Fabric.
Reg. 899.95

NOW
'499"

1 -Solid Oak Table & Chairs By Cochrane;
Oval Double Pedestal Table With 2-12'
Fillers, 4 Side Chairs & 2 Arm Chairs; Floor
Sample Reg 2725.00

NOW
1/2

1-3 Pc. Iron & Glass Table Group, 2
Rectangular Ends & 1 Cocktail Table. Reg.
399 95

NOW
1/2

1-5 Pc Dining Set, 30"x48" Table And 4
Side Chairs, Natural Tops With While
Bases Reg 699 95

NOW
329"

1-3 Pc Table Group, Pine Finish, 2 End
Tables, 1 Rectangular Cocktail Table.
Reg 399.95

NOW
1/2

1-Traditional Sofa By Hickory Hill; Green,
Red & White Plaid Fabric; Lawson Arm
With Semi-Attached Back; Slightly Damaged. Reg. 999.95

NOW
400'

1-Queensize Black Iron Bed With Canopy.
Reg 899 95

NOW
250"

1 -Eight-Way Hand Tied Sofa By Park
Place, Loose Pillow Back With A Fruit Print
Fabric And Designer Vri Ron 11,1

NOW
'699"

1 -Queen Wicker & Iron Sleigh Bed, Verde
iron Frame With Natural Wicker & Matching Rails. Reg. 1099.95

NOW
1/2

LANE ACTION
RECLINERS
STARTING AT

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

080

CHAIRS
1 -English Club Chair & Ottoman By Paul
Robert, Jade, Burgundy & Beige Nautical
Tapestry Fabric. Reg 1199,95

1 -Vanity With Mirror, White Wicker & Iron
Construction, Floor Sample Reg. 1199 95

I.

GENUINE
LA-Z-BOY RECLINERS
FOR AS LOW AS
$27700

1-Two-Cushion Chippendale Sofa By
Hickory Hill, Off-White Damask Fabric,
Shell Carved Legs. Reg. 899.95

NOW
'499"

1-Double Reclininn
Transitional c• sOLO
Cover. Reg.

NOW
699"

-Z-Boy,
dt.her-Like

NO P, v viEN
NO -r4TEREST
TILL FEBR Lii HY
1996
With Approved Credit - $400 Minimum

1 -Lounge Chair By Best, Loose Pillow
Back, Jade Shell, Damask Fabric. Reg.
349.95

NOW
1/2

1-English Club Chair & Ottoman With
Pullover Arm, Bayberry Green & Beige
Stripe Fabric. Reg 1099.95

NOW
1/2

1 -Chippendale Wing Chair By Taylorsville;
Bold Stripe Fabric Featuring Red, Hunter &
Navy. Reg. 899.95

NOW
275°'

1 -Transitional Chair And Ottoman By
Southern, Nailhead Trim, Turned Legs,
Teal Shadow Weave Fabric, Slightly Damaged Reg. 999.95

NOW
'399"

2-Club Chairs By Park Place, Loose Pillow
Back With A Hunter Green, Blue & Burgundy Plaid Fabric. Reg. 799.95

NOW
1/2 EA.

1 -Pullover Arm Chair & Shaped Ottoman
By Taylorsville, Polished Cotton Plaid
Fabric With Sage Green, Coral & Light
Blue. Reg 1199 95

NOW
1/2

2-Victorian Club Chairs By Southern,
NOW
Carved Legs With Nailhead Trim, Tufted 539995
EA.
Seat & Backs, Floral Tapestry Cover. Reg.
699.95

1.AMISON
BF DING
Twin

'179.95

set

Full

999.95

set

Queen

$269.95

set

Thurman's
208 Main St.

FURNITURE

NOW
1/2 EA.

753-4834

FREE
DELIVERY

-

--.•sommilmo6
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For Gals

Your First Assignment...Know What's Hot!
'Baseball Caps
'Overalls
'Varsity Style Jackets
'Skinny Pants
'Short Button-Front Skirts
With Tights
'Shorts (All Lengths)
'Short Sleeved Tees (Fall Colors)

OFF
Entire Junior Department

'Denim Everywhere!
'Sweater Sets
'Thigh High Stockings & Tights
"Vests (Denims-Plaids-Tweeds)
'Jumpers (A-line & Halter Styles)
'Fake Fur Trims
'Skinny Belts

Now That You've Had A Crash Course In Style...
Come On In...Corn-Austin Has It All!

FREE Backpack

Corn-Austin
Back-To-School T-Shirts

With $50 Purchase

(Long Sleeve)
Se195
u
With Purchase

(Limited Quantities)
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Robertson Elementary Building
learning," and "discovery learning," as well as the goals and
beliefs that underlie Murray's ungraded primary.
Parents are asked to observe the
following schedule at registration:
those with last names beginning
with the letters A-D should come
during the half hour 8-8:30 a.m.;
E-1,8:30-9 a.m.; K-P,9-9:30a.m.;

Q-S, 9:30-10 a.m., and T-Z, 1010:30 a.m.
The office of the elementary
school will be open until 4 p.m. to
accommodate those who cannot
come at their scheduled time.
Students not pre-registered may
do so on Fee Day.
Parents who are registering a
child at Murray Elementary for

the first time should bring with
them a valid Kentucky immuniza:ion certificate for their child, a
..:ertified copy of the child's birth
ertificate, a negative TB skin test
certificate, and a completed physical examination form. Parents of
children who attended Murray
Elementary last year are not required to bring any documentation
with them.
Students will learn the name of
the home-based teacher on the
first day of school when class lists
ill be posted by classroom doors.
Members of the elementary
school PTO will be on hand on the
first day of school to help direct
students and parents.
All classes at Murray Elementary begin each day at 7:55 and
dismiss at 2:30.
Teachers met during the summer to plan for the 1995-96 school
year. They have decided to retain
the dual-age organization for PI
(first year) and P2 (second year)
children. The Pl -P2 children
meet together; children usually
stay with the same teacher for two
years. P3 and P4 children, however, will be separated for instruc
Lion. Children will meet together

in multi-age groups for certain
activities and special events.
Teachers in each team have a
planning time, which makes it
easier to share ideas and materials.
Children can be regrouped within
the based on ability level or
interest area.
The central theme selected by
the teachers for the year is "relationships." The theme will be
explored all year long in various
academic areas. In addition,
teachers have established a series
of monthly topics — each teacher
will address the same topic in their
classrooms during the month, although the approaches may differ.
Most of the topics are identical
with those of last year. In September, for example, the focus in all
classes will be "all about me, my
family, and my friends."
Dates have already been established for events involving whole
school participation. The "Back
to School Night" is scheduled for
Tuesday, Sept. 20,and the PTO is
tentatively planning a PTO
Family Night for Oct. 24.
The elementary school will
• See Page 14

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SAVINGS
Filler Paper
.200 Count
.Wide & College
Rule
Reg. 75'

'•-•-• Peter Pan
Peanut Butter
.48 oz. Size
•Smooth or
Crunchy

$397

Heavy Duty
Two Drawer
File Cabinets
I

iond

$1796

Five-Star Zipper Binder

2P1

Pocket and Prong
Folders

Only

'1

Each

Spacemaker Plastic
Pencil Boxes

(:.

Colgate
Toothpaste

7

-Assorted Flavors
-8 20 oz Tube

Reg $1 75

WAL•MART
Hwy. 641 Norh • Murray

970

$1'

Hi-C Hula Punch
-9 Pack Carton
'Assorted Flavors

1/2" or 1" Poly Binders

$996

4/1

$196g.

Open Mon.-Sat 8-10, Sun 10€

2I3

Men's Wrangler Jeans
•Blue Denim -Saes 28-38
$1584

Boy's Fruit-of-the-Loom
Briefs
.6 Pair Pack -Size 4-18
$466

Sale Prices Gond Thru nt,-,7tIst 14, 1995
N
P

"
▪ ,-AO
Allikito

3

em n arv to

Murray
Murray Elementary begins its
third year as an ungraded primary
center with registration on Wednesday, Aug.9,and the first day of
school on Thursday, Aug. 17.
There are no grade levels in the
primary school. Children who
must register are those who will be
five years old by Oct. 1. If
children are ready for fourth
grade,they will register and attend
school at Murray Middle School.
The registration, or "Fee Day,"
is scheduled for 8 a.m. to 10:30
a.m, in the lunchroom at Murray
Elementary on Wednesday, Aug.
9.
On Fee Day, parents will register their children, pay the general
school fee of $25, and receive
information about the school year.
Teachers will be on hand to
answer questions about the ungraded primary, school procedures, learning materials, special
classes, the volunteer program,
the lunchroom, and other areas of
interest.
Printed information will be
available describing various
teaching methods used in the
elementary school, including
"whole language," "cooperative

Ir'.11^1-
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Neic‘ lac ti
The
Murray
Independent
School District begins the 199495 school year with 13 new teachers and four teachers in new
positions. It is the largest turnover
in faculty the system has ever
experienced.
At Murray High School, Dan
Hampton began his tenure as
principal at the beginning of July.

Hampton's wile, Donna, and two
sons plan to relocate to Murray
from Hopkinsville. Son Zach has
enrolled in the sixth grade at
Murray Middle, and Clint is a
freshman at Murray High School.
Taking the English position left
open at Murray High by Geri
Johnson's leave of absence is
Hope Kinney Foster, a 1992 Mar-

MURRAY
MONTESSORI
CENTER

iurray Montessori Preschool
3 Classes Available For Ages 2-5
Kindergarten and Pre-K Curriculum of Arts,
Cultures, Reading, Writing & Math
Call For More Information:
753-8380
212 N. 15th • Murray

L Mut
ray State graduate. Kinney did her
student teaching at Murray High
School with Marilyn Barksdale.
Lisa Polivick, who will also
teach English, did her student
teaching at Murray High School
several years ago. Since that time
she has taught English at Calloway High School and worked as
the youth director of the Methodist Church. Her two children will
auend
Murray
Elementary
School.
The new librarian at Murray
High School is Doreen Reynolds.
She will also serve as the technology coordinator for Murray
High School and sponsor the
schooi's TV Club.
At Murray Middle School, Kim
Baust has taken the fourth grade
position left vacant when Beryl
Whaley accepted a one-year appointment with the Kentucky Department of Education. A 1995
graduate of Murray State University, Kim did her student teaching
with Ms. Whaley last spring. She
will co-sponsor the Murray Middle cheerleaders.
Greg Gicrhart joins the MMS
faculty as seventh grade math
teacher and co-sponsor of the

Murray High School
school's academic team. A native
of Paris, Tenn., he is married to
Lillian Olalzabal, a Murray High
graduate. Two years ago, Gierhart
coordinated a Spanish language
program for Murray Middle
students.

graduates of Murray State
University.
Three of the new teachers did
their student teaching at Murray
Elementary: Martin Ridgely,
Marcy Back, and lama Whitesides, who also has two years'

Murray Elementary School has
hired four new teachers, all recent • See Page 21
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or Young Men, Juniors, Misses & Kids of all ages!
All Levis Red
On Sale
Now

1dL

27.99

550'8 Relaxed -fit Instant Old
Indigo Jeans.
NOW 29.99. 550,8 Relaxed -fit in
assorted ftnishe•.
Other Red Tab'. favorites. also
avallrable in young mcn's sizes.

State

achers did
at Murray
Ridgely,
la WhiteNo years'

NOW 31.99. 501* Button -fly
Instant Old Indigo Jeans_
NOW 91.99. 505T8 Classic-fit
Instant Old Indigo Jeans.

NOW

29.99

Cotton
New Age Red Tab
Denim Shirt Young men's sizes
Aus. 191
,
Sat
thee
effective
(Prices

School-Age,
Student & Husky Sizes
A. Naw 19_99 levfs3 550.. relaxed
ro :leans in comfortable 100% col ton
15.99
in finishes. Size. 8 14. Now
4-7.27-31,
row 21.99 / funky waist sizes
.to 351
8 matzo'
11 Now 21.99 1,049550'
It leans in color finishes. Boys sizes 8 14
Now 17.99. Sims 4-7.
Pries. effective dim Sat_ Aug

I ,41

Look For Other
Back-To-School
Savings Storewidel

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Salon Hours:

Mon.-Fri. 8-8
Sat. 8-6
Sun. 1-5

JcEffrey

L„dtalog t hone
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

Othce Phone
759-1400

Chestnut Hills • Murray
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1100
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arzcE cStadio

Specializing in Tap,
Ballet. Pointe. Jazz
& Gymnastics
litoss and
Ages Door through Adult
•Annsumerng Neu LADIES
Tap & Balks Classes

REGISTRATION
Tues., Aug. 8
3:00-600 p.m.
or by calling
753-0605
or 753-5352
If no answer: 753-5352
903 Arcadia Circle
Murray, KY 42071

e

Classes grouped for wore in.:Bedsits! instruction
Dance wear, shoes and accessories available
law Mara Chapman — Thrtzt,
Member POTA, USGF, ASCAP A'

STUDENTS, HAVE A
GREAT YEAR!

August 17 is first day of school
for students at Murray Middle
The first day of school for all
students at Murray Middle
School, grades four through eight,
will be Thursday, Aug. 17.
Parents of students who will
enter fourth grade and fifth grade
are invited to attend an Open
House in the middle school's Austin Building on Wednesday, Aug.
16, 1-4 p.m. Teachers will be in
the rooms to welcome new students, help students and parents
complete registration forms, and
answer questions about school
policies and procedures, the curriculum, and school events. Students who are new to the school
system are asked to register in the
Murray Middle School office on
Friday, Aug. 11, between the
hours of 8 am. and 4 p.m.
Registration for returning students in grades six through eight
and for fourth and fifth graders
whose parents were unable to
attend the Open House will take
place on the first day of school.
On Aug. 17, students in grades
four and five are to report to their
homerooms in the Austin Transition School building by 8:20.
Class lists will be posted by each
of the classroom doors.
Homeroom teachers for fourth

grade are Sherri Bazzell, Nancy
Thurman, Sandy Cantrell, and
new teacher Kim Baust Fifth
grade teachers are David Bloodworth, Lanettc Hunt, Carolyn
Shown, and Kelly Jackson.
Students in grades six through
eight are to report to the auditorium in the Main Building at 8:20.
They will then be dismissed to go
to their homerooms. Class lists
will be posted by the auditorium
doors.
Homeroom teachers for the
sixth grade are Debbie Bell, Dick
Farrell, Pat McMullin, and Patsy
Oakley; for the seventh grade,
Pam Cartwright, Sheila Henry,
Judy Tucker, and new teacher
Greg Gierhart; and, for the eighth
grade, Rusty Back, Sheila Henry,
Donna Keller, and Scott Turner.
In their homerooms, students
will complete registration forms
and be given information about
school fees. The general school
fee for the 1995-96 school year is
S20. There are additional activity
fees for some classes.
Teachers in special areas at
Murray Middle are Charles Haney, music; Dan Blankenship, industrial arts (grades 6-8); Ted

Dotson, art; Rick Fisher, physical
education; Katie Carpenter, journalism; and Beth Stribling and
John Stroube, band (grades 6-8).
The librarian is Daytha Howell.
Special needs teachers are Audrey Brown and Faye Beyer,
Chapter VReading; Cindy Reichmuth, speech/language pathology;
and Cyndie Fnedrich, Ann
McKeel, and Glenda Roos, special education. Anna Cheaney is
an aide for the Chapter I/Reading
program. Marianne Scott, Zandra
Barrow, and Deborah Rabe are
aides for the special education
program.
Two teachers have switched
teaching positions. Peggy Shelton, who taught seventh grade
language arts last year, will teach
eighth graders for the coming
year, while Sheila Henry, last
year's eighth grade language arts
teacher, will work with seventh
graders. In the future, each of the
teachers will stay with a group of
students for two years to allow
continuity in writing instruction.
The continuity is particularly important for portfolio development.
Principal Pat Seiber said that

• See Page 17

its:LXY CHR
MY
ACADE
•v7'
Nondenominational
Christian Education
Kindergarten - Sixth Grade

Located In The
Immanuel Lutheran Church
100 S. 15th Street
759-1321

Classes Beginning
August 17, 1995
8:00-2:30 Grades 1-6
8:00-12:00 Kindergarten

*Professional Certified Christian Teachers
*Small Teacher-Student Ratio
*Academic Excellence
*Christian Values

Openings Still
Available
In Most Classes.

Ignore A Child's Spirit And You Cut The Heart Out of Education

p.
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II
Select From These Famous Name
V Reebok
V Nike
V Converse
V New Balance V Asics
V Wilson
V Adidas
V K-Swiss V Rockport

Brands:
V Fila
V Tretorn
V Saucony

DENNISON-HUNT
1203
Chestnut
Street

SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844
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Food services for Murray schools
According to Judy Clark, food
services director for the Murray
City Schools,cooks in each of the
three schools have changed their
cooking methods over the past
few years to reflect current concerns with healthy, low-fat diets.
"Our goal is to provide healthy
foods that the children will like,"
she says.

This has resulted in more of an
emphasis on fresh vegetables and
fruits. Salad bars are frequently
offered at the high school and the
middle school, and cookies and
cakes are an occasional — not an
everyday — treat.
Students are involved in decisions about menus through the
"Youth Advisory Groups" at each

school. Last year, for example,
middle school students voted to
add shrimp and stir-fried vegetables to menu choices.
Breakfast and lunch is available
in all three schools. For lunch,
students have a choice between
two entrees at lunch plus several
varieties of fruits and vegetables.
Prices remain unchanged from

Stop By Money One
First For All Your

BACK TO SCHOOL
Borrowing Needs.

CHEMISTRY

Fast, Courteous, Dependable Service

last year.
At Murray Elementary School,
lunch is $1.15 and breakfast is
$.50, while at Murray Middle and
Murray High School, the price of
the plate lunch is $1.25 and breakfast is also 5.50. The cost of an
adult lunch at all three schools is
S1.60.
Children who qualify can
purchase lunch at the reduced
price of5.40 and breakfast at 5.30.
Adult lunches are $1.60 at all
schools. Parents arc welcome to
eat lunch with their children.
They are asked to check with the
school office first.
Applications for free and reduced lunches will be available at
school registration for all three
schools. Only one application per
household should be submitted,
regardless of the number of children involved.
Any family who is now receiving food stamps or AFDC will
receive a letter in the mail informing them they are automatically
eligible for free lunches and
breakfasts and will not need to

complete an application.
Parents can pay for their children's meals in advance by the
week or the month. At Murray
Elementary, parents are asked to
check with cashiers between 7:30
and 9 a.m. For the elementary
students, the cashier will keep the
records,checking the child's name
off on a coded list as each purchase is made.
At Murray Middle and Murray
High School, students or their
parents can purchase lunch tickets
on Monday morning between 8
and 9 a.m. Each lunch ticket buys
one lunch. Students can also pay
for lunches with cash on a daily
basis.
managers arc
Lunchroom
Marie Stalls, at Murray High
School; Betty Scott, at Murray
Middle School; and Marilyn
Weatherford, at Murray Elementary.
Questions about We Murray
City Schools food services program can be directed Judy Clark,
food service coordinator, at 7535700.

protect our children...
DRIVE SAFELY

•

WIENCE

Mike Kingins
Phyllis Jones • Marilyn Burkeen •Donna Lovett

LARGE

ME1111
UNLIMITED
TOPPINGS

SUP OR DELIVERY
SPEUAL

Loans For Any Reason
Personal Loans • New And Used Cars
Home Improvement • Bill Consolidations
Vacations • Vans, Trucks & Boats

(Nolo

OPEN MONDAY-THURSDAY 9-5; FRIDAY 9-5:30

I _C I71
HISPOHY

$9

99
• Tax

$799T.

Any Size, Any Style Crust
Unlimited Toppings

Large 3 Topping
Delivery or Pick-Up
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753.3030

-1
704 N. 12th Street • Chestnut Hills • Murray
753-7474 • 1-800-535-2317 • Fax 753-7638
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[CHEMISTRY
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(ENGUSH

117 S. 12th St
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Students attending Murray
Elementary School and Murray
Middle School will need the following supplies this year.
Primary (first and second year
students): one regular-size box of
kleenex, four pencils, one box of
eight primary color Crayola crayons, one box of eight large primary color Crayola washable markers, one pair of safety scissors
(Fiskars metal-blades or Crayola),
three two-pocket folders, one trifolding resting pad, one fourounce bottle of Elmer's glue, one
container of pump snap, and one
spiral notebook.
Primary (third and fourth year
students): one box of crayons, six
#2 lead pencils, two red Bic
marking pens,one pair of scissors,
one small bottle of Elmer's school

glue, one small bottle of rubber
cement, three medium spiral notebooks (81/2 by 11, wide-ruled),
one thin binder with two packages
of wide-ruled loose-leaf paper,
two two-pocket folders, one large
pencil pouch,one box of washable
markers, one regular-size box of
kleenex, and one container of
pump soap (third year students
only).(AU items should be labeled
with the child's name. Teachers
request that students not bring
school boxes or trapper keeper
notebooks.The trapper keepers do
not fit in the school desk.)

single-subject notebooks (wideruled), a clear plastic pencil
pouch, and a box of tissues.
(Teachers request that students
not bring Trapper Keepers.)
Fifth grade: one three-ring
notebook binder with six subject
dividers, wide-ruled loose-leaf
paper, two spiral notebooks, pencils, red and blue checking pens.

Fourth grade: five #2 pencils,
two red lead pencils, a large
package of white loose-leaf paper,
glue, scissors, a box of crayons,
four folders with pockets, six

ruler, scissors, two folders with
pockets, crayons, an assignment
pad, and a box of kleenex.
Sixth grade: a three-ring notebook binder with pocket subject
dividers, wide-ruled loose-leaf
paper, a spiral notebook (to be
used as a writing journal), a ruler,
a protactor, markers or colored
pencils, a plastic pencil pouch, a

box of kleenex,and an assignment
pad.
Seventh grade: pencils, pens
(blue or black ink), a loose-leal
binder, loose-leaf paper, and a
spiral notebook.
Eighth grade: pencils, pens
(blue or black ink), a loose-leat
binder, loose-leaf paper, and a
spiral notebook.
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We Specialize In:
Electronic Fuel
Injection $0995
Cleaning

Special:
Lube, Oil
Filter
Call Today
For An
Appointment

a11 Today
t7or An
Appointment

YIN'
RGE!

_•

rust

DRIVE
CAREFULLY
S

IF Peoples First
OfCallouT'County,

1111611111.111111Ew

"The oldest
Independent
repair shop In Murray"

YOUR TOTAL CAR CARE BUSINESS
frOM minor tune-ups to major overhauls.
See or call: W.A. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham,
Randy Cunningham, Ricky Cunningham.

619 S. 4th St.
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00

(502)753-6831
(502)753-3571
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Supply list for East students
Students at East Elementary bacterial soap, 2 boxes tissues
will need the following supplies: (Kleenex or Puffs), 1 book bag or
TEAM A: Mrs. Grady
back pack.
& Ms. Heiss
TEAM A: Mrs. Nance &
2 large pencils, 8 regular penMrs. Tbenia Gibson
cils, 2 Elmer's glue (4 oz.), 1 box
8 regular pencils,2 Elmer's glue
crayons, 1 pair Fiskars scissors, 1 (4 oz.), I pair scissors (pointed), I
set water colors(Crayola or Prang box crayons (24 count), 1 cliponly), 1 spiral notebook,4 folders board, 1 spiral notebook, P-3
with pockets, 1 boule liquid anti- students - 1 notebook with paper

that can be removed on perforated
edge, P-2 students - I second
grade tablet, 1 boule liquid antibacterial soap, 2 boxes tissues
(Kleenex or Puffs), 1 book bag or
backpack,•magic markers will be
provided by teachers when
needed.
TEAM B: Mrs. Grogan
& Mrs. Leet

2 large pencils, 8 regular penTEAM C:
cils, 2 Elmer's glue (4 oz.), 1 box
Mrs. Mary Janice Cooper
crayons. I pair Fiskars scissors, I
and Mrs. Puckett
set water colors (Crayola or
3 large pencils, 8 regular penPrang), 1 spiral notebook, 4 plain
cils, 1 large glue stick, 2 Elmer's
colored folders with center brad glue (4 oz.), I box crayons. 1 set
and pockets, 1 bottle liquid antiwater colors(Crayola or Prang), 1
bacterial soap, 2 boxes tissues ruler with both metric and stan(Kleenex or Puffs), 1 book bag or dard measures, 1 pair Fiskars
back pack.
scissors, 1 pkg. Crayola Magic
TEAM B: Mrs. NIcCuisten,
Markers, 1 clipboard, 10 white
Mrs. Sheila Cooper &
wire coat hangers, 3 folders with
Mr. Beam
pockets (no brad in the center), 1
8 regular pencils,2 Elmer's glue book bag or back pack. I refill
(4 oz.), 1 box crayons, 1 pair bottle liquid anti-bacterial soap. 2
Fiskars scissors, I set water colors boxes tissues (Kleenex or Puffs).
(Crayola or Prang only), I roll
Mrs. Hendrick and
Scotch tape (half inch wide), I
Mrs. Wall
spiral notebook, 4 folders with
1 box crayons, 4 folders with
center brads and pockets, 3 ring pockets, 1 clipboard, I book bag
binder and notebook paper or back pack, *teachers will col(McCuisten only), 1 book bag or lect $1.25 for year's supply of
backpack, 1 block erase (Beam paper and pencils.
only), 1 bottle anti-bacterial liquid
soap, 2 boxes tissues (Kleenex or
• See Page 21
Puffs).
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We have the latest in children's
fall shoes!
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C'helmea Darnell. daughter of Larry & Susan Darnell
Seth Darnell, son of Marc and Shawn Damell
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Whitnell
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Southwest Elementary School

The 1995-96 staff at Southwest
includes:
Staff
Jim Sloan, Principal; Coleen
Linn, Secretary; Bobby Armstrong, Beamon Wilson, and Rita
McDonald, custodians; Joan
Cooper, cafeteria cashier; Kelly
Bennett, Dec Dee Cook, Debbie
Doron, Denise Haugh, Becky
Nance, Joannie Rushing, Beverly
Shelton, and Rhonda Tracey, instructional aides; and Vicki Williams, nurse.
Fifth Grade
Pam Cherry, Gail Turner and
Dora Pittman.
Fourth Grade

Vona Gallimore, Rena Robinson and Wanda Walker,
Primary Family One
Kathy Cleaver, Anne Herndon,
Ruth Potts and Jo Ann Shoemaker.
Primary Family Two
Pat Cherry, Tammy Contri, Ellen Crady and Debbie Stinnett.
Primary Family Three
Diane Jones, Becky Robertson,
Betty Hassell and Kellye Olson.
Others
Kent Barlow, physical education; Kay Greer, library media
specialist; Sharon Hart, speech
and language therapist; Beth Dur-

bin, Linda Hester, Robin Ridglcy
and Diana Tatlock, resource
teachers; Stacey McCuiston, Title
One teacher; Sherry Darnall, an
and guidance; Carole Holcomb,
guidance.
Cafeteria
Jennie Carroll, manager. Jane
Easley, Sue Gamble, Wanda
Jones, Verlene Bowerman, and
Pat Sheridan.
Bus Drivers
Joan Cooper, Margaret Enoch,
Fay Nell Kelso, Angie McCuiston, Mavis Murdock, Rick Parish,
James Waters, Mary Jane Waters,
and Dennie Wortham.

Southwest releases
student supply list Southwest open house Aug. 10
Students
at
Southwest
Elementary School will need the
following school supplies for the
1995-96 school year:
Fifth grade
Pittman, Turner, Cherry
No. 2 pencils, red pens, writing paper, colors, markers, erasers, glue, tape, scissors, construction paper, folders for reports (eight), index cards (4x6)
and tissue.
Fourth grade
Gallimore, Robinson,
Walker
No. 2 pencils, 10 pocket folders (primary colors only) with
paper fastener tabs in the center,
ruler, Fiskars scissors, glue stick,
crayons, markers, loose leaf
paper and box of tissue.
P3-P4: Upper Primary
Shoemaker, Potts
Regular notebook (no Trapper
Keepers), one box of tissue,
pocket calculator, scissors, crayons, markers, Elmer's glue, ruler
six pencils, big jumbo erasers.
clipboard and six pocket folders.

Collector
Cards

311:

tickt

P3-P4: Upper Primary
Crady, Stinnett,
Hassell, Olson
Water color paints, 3 packs
pencils, 3 packs loose notebook
paper, 2 spiral notebooks, 5
pocket folders, Elmer's glue,
Dab'n stick glue, washable markers, colored pencils, crayons,
ruler, Fiskars scissors, 2 big
erasers, clear tape, book bag,
clipboard, P3 and new students
only: 1 casseue tape.
Wish list (optional)
Cotton balls, Kleenex. Playdoh, modeling clay, large and
small Ziploc bags, aluminum
foil, masking tape, magnetic
tape, sticky tac, dry erase mark
ers and cleaner, pipe cleaner',.
glitter, brass brads (large and
small), styrofoarn cups, colored
tissue paper,children's books(no
longer used at home), any mater
ials (books, posters, material,
etc.)
dealing with space exploration
ribbons and buttons, paper plate'
(large and small)and 35mm film
PI-P2

Southwest Elementary School
invites all parents and students to
Back to School Open House.
Southwest Elementary has students from kindergarten to fifth
grade.

Back to School Night for fourth
and fifth grade students will be
Thursday, August 10 at 6:30 p.m.
Open House for students entering
Southwest as kindergarten students will be Sunday afternoon,
August 13, from 2:30 to 3:30 in
the afternoon. Primary students

will attend Back to School night
on Monday, August 14, at 6:30.

Parents and students will meet
the teachers and staff. After a short
informational group meeting students and parents will visit the
classrooms. At this time registration forms will be completed. A
supply list will be available in
each individual classroom. Fees
and prepayment for lunches may
be paid at the open house. Bus
drivers will be available to answer
questions about bus routes.

If a child has not been registered at Southwest for the 1995-96
school year. parents should bring
the following to complete the
registration: physical form, TB
skin test certification, updated
immunization certificate, Social
Security card and a copy of the
child's original birth certificate. In
addition to the parent's home and
work numbers, registration information will include a request for
two additional
adults and
emergency numbers different than
that of the parents or guardian.

IMP
,—"gig,

Don't Let Back
To School Blues
Get You Down...

D.K. Kelley Can
Add A Touch
Of Class.

11 See Page 20

ugoiie certfiiftcates

"Buy, Sell, Trade"
616 S. 4th St.
42071

M-T-T: 2:30-7:00 Murray, KY
F 2:30-6:00
SAT.: 10:00-5:00
GLOSED WED.& SUN.

L411 U'.
502- 153
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CCHS
sers •
for 19.
Calloway County High School
Registration schedule
Students attending Calloway
County High School 1995-96
school year may pick up schedules
and pay fees on the following days
from 8:00 to 11:30 am, and from
1:00 to 3:00 p.m.
Registration dates are:
•Seniors: August 2 and 3
*Juniors: August 4 and 7
•Sophomores: August 8 and 9
•Freshmen: August 10 and 11
Students are expected to pay
school fees when schedules are

received. No student will be
charged more than $65.00 except
for individuals taking driver's education.
All fees may be paid by one
check, payable to Calloway
County High School.
Freshmen orientation will be
held Tuesday, August 15, at 6:30
p.m. All freshmen and their parents should report to their homerooms. Orientation will take approximately two (2) hours.

40

40

APPLE TREE

Recipient of C.C.D.B.G.

'Preschool 2, 3 & 4 Year Olds
'Structured Activities
For 1 Year Olds
'Quality Programs For
2 Year Olds
•6 Weeks - 12 Years
'School Age Program Available
'Reasonable Rotes
'Ca'l Today For More Information

Children & Family Portraits
Home & Outdoor Portraits
Seniors - Glamour
Weddings

APPLE TREE
SCHOOL
1503 Studium View Di
Murray, Ky.
75.3-9356
Owners
Robert & Linda Kilpatrick

• 40

Calloway County school breakfast and lunch prices remain unchanged from last school year,
according to Food Service Director, Joanna Adams. What has
changed are the services to be
provided to parents and students
with the installation at the three
elementary schools of computerized cash registers.
Parents will now be able to
deposit any amount of money into
their child's meal account at any
time. "A declining balance system
will allow us to notify parents
when they need to deposit more
money," said Adams. The money
deposited may be used for breakfast, lunch Of extra items.
The new system will not be
available at Calloway Middle or
'Calloway High until later in the
school year. "As soon as our
networking capabilities are completed, we will be installing the
system in the other two schools,"
Adams said."We are excited about
the new technology which reduce
paperwork for the food service
employees and provide a valuable
service to our customers."
At the Calloway Preschool Center, and East, North and Southwest
Elementary Schools, breakfast
will cost 25 cents for a student on
reduced price meals, and lunch
will cost 40 cents. Students paying
full price for meals at these schools
will pay 55 cents for breakfast and
$1 for lunch.
Breakfast at Calloway Middle
and High will cost 65 cents for full
paying students and 30 cents for
students on reduced priced meaLs.
Lunch at the Middle School will
be $1.20 for full paid meals and 40
cents for reduced meals. Calloway
High students will be charged
$1.25 for full paid meals and 40
cents for reduced lunches.
Additional food items may be

purchased at any Calloway school
at ala carte prices. Extra milk or
fruit drink will cost 30cents. Adult
lunches remain at $1.75 throughout the system. Adult breakfasts
cost 85 cents.
Applications for free and reduced priced meals will be atrailable at school registration at all
schools.
The use of household applications requires that only one application be submitted per household
with all students listed on the same
form. That form may be turned in
to the office of any school in the
district.
Families who are currently receiving food stamps or AFDC will
receive a letter from the district
informing them they are automatically eligible for free meals. Those
families will not need to fill out
any application.
Pre-payment will be accepted at
the elementary schools for any
amount at any time a cashier is
present. Pre-payment at the Middle and High school will need to be
sent during registration and on
Fridays for the following week
until the new system is installed.
Students may also pay on a daily
basis.
Cafeteria managers are Glenda
Byerly at Calloway High, Mildred
Adams at Calloway Middle, Carlene Torsak at East, Jennie Carroll
at Southwest and Delorise Boggess at the Pre-school Center. A
new manager at North Elementary
is Patsy Stations. Ernestine Hargis
who has been the cafeteria manager at North since it was built will
remain as a cafeteria employee.
Parents who have questions
concerning any food service program in the Calloway system may
contact the individual school managers or the district food service
office.

WELCOME BACK-TO-SCHOOL

Leta's Beauty Salon
1600 Dodson Avenue

753-8282
Mon.-Sat. 8-5 or By Appointment
Drop Ins Welcome
-- Complete Beauty Services --
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North Calloway Elementary
has released its list of employees
for the 1995-96 school year.
AIDES: Cyndy Satterwhite,
IBM Computer Lab; Paula Morton, Apple Computer Lab;
Claudia Carson, Kindergarten;
Dawn Kinsolving, Kindergarten;
Paula Frederick, Primary; Brenda
Thorn, Primary; Mitzie Coursey,
Special Education; Sheila Boggess, Title I: Freda Carrawayy
Tide I; Cindy Cleaver, Title I; and
Randa Pitman, Title I.
CAFETERIA: Lagenia Bazzell, cashier; Melissa Rowland,
cashier/custodian; Cindy Chapman, cook; Ernestine Hargis,
cook; Charlene Melvin,cook; Debbie Ray,cook; Margie Woodall,
cook; Patsy Stallons, cook/
manager.

CUSTODIANS:
Beverly Gingles, physical education.
Toni
Bohannon, PrimaryMcGehee, day shift; and Bobby
Family I; Karen Crick, PrimaryRowland, night shift.
Family I; Mirriam Ferguson,
LIBRARIAN: Laura Swain.
Primary-Family I; Karen Kelso,
NURSE: Vicki Williams.
I;
Rebecca
PRINCIPAL: Margaret Cook. Primary-Family
SECRETARY: Carolyn M. Vance, Primary-Family I; and
Donna Whitfield,Primary-Family
Enoch.
SECRETARY/AIDE: Ginger I. Jackie Cassi ty, Primary-Family
II; Beverly Galloway, PrimaryNorsworthy.
II;
Anita
Harper,
TEACHERS: Sandy Sasso, Family
art; Karen Bolls, fifth grade; ha Primary-Family II; Nancy Lovett,
11;
Debbie
Brown,fifth grade; Cheryl Dailey, Primary-Family
fifth grade; and Lesa Watson,fifth Pardue, Primary-Family II; and
grade. Randa Cunningham,fourth Rita Price, Primary-Family II.
grade; Janis Hicks, fourth grade; Sharon Arant, special education;
Vickie Patton, fourth grade; and Rachel Johnson, special education
Johnny Wilson, fourth grade. (grade 5); Charlotte Colson, speTammie Crouch, kindergarten; cial education (primary); and DeKaren Falwell, kindergarten; borah Rogers, special education
Becky Gore, kindergarten; and (primary). Wanda Roberts,speech
Suzanne Schroader, kindergarten. and language; and Jeannie HarriMelanie Cron, music; and Johnny son, Title I.

Supply list for school
Students at North Calloway
Elementary will need the following supplies:
FIRST YEAR PRIMARY
4 big pencils, 8 pkg. large
crayons, I multi-color pkg. of
construction paper, I pair Fiskars
scissors(not the plastic), 1 Elmer's
white school glue (this does not
clog up), I can Playdough, I art
box no larger than 9x6, 1 plastic
nap mat, 1 box of water color paint
set, I backpack or book bag.
SECOND YEAR PRIMARY
1 school box,4 primary pencils,
4 first grade tablets, I box crayons, 1 scissors (if possible FiAfars),2 Elmer's glue, 1 set waterpaints, 4 pocket folders, 1 can
Playdough, 1 pkg. construction
paper.

The Book
Rack
New, accounted
Used Books,

Groat

Gift Ideal

THIRD YEAR PRIMARY
20 pencils, I box crayons, 5
glue sticks, 1 pair scissors(Fiskars
Brand), 4 folders with pockets, 1
school box (small size), I box
Kleenex (regular size), 2 third
grade tablets(available at school),
I pkg. loose leaf wide rule notebook paper, journals (must be
purchased at school).
FOURTH YEAR PRIMARY
Pencils, crayons, scissors, glue
sticks, 4 pocket folders, wide
ruled loose leaf notebook paper
(this paper will be kept in a folder,
NO TRAPPER KEEPERS!),clipboard, magic slate, box of
Kleenex,journal (to be purchased

at school).
FOURTH GRADE
Clipboard, rulers, crayons
coloring pencils, scissors, glue,
loose leaf paper, notebook for
loose leaf paper, 7 folders with
pockets, 3 spiral notebooks, 5
pencils, markers(optional), recorder (bought through music
teacher).
FIFTH GRADE
Loose leaf paper only(no spiral
notebook), binder, 10 folders with
pockets(no brads), 1 box crayons
or markers, pencils, 1 Fiskars
scissors, 1-8 oz. Elmer's glue, 1
roll Scotch tape, I ruler, I box
Kleenex.

—Et-

M.-F. 9:30-5
Sat. 9:30-4

IN
MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
Dixteland Shopping Ctr.
Ofi Chootntrt
753.4R71

,ArgimeaamemiiimIN111110116.

North Elementary School

Back to school
!light on Aug. 7

Boys & Girls, Ages 3 & Up
-Tap-Ballet-Pointe •Jazz-Acrobatics •Recreational

Equipment

-Beam, Bar, Vault -Cheerleading

Students in grades six through
eight can also pay fees and pick up
schedules on the following days:
-Friday, Aug. 11 from 7:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
•Monday, Aug. 14 from 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m.
Students will need to pay S15
student fees when they pick up
their schedules.

Back to School Night for grade
six at Calloway Middle School
will be on Aug. 7 from 6 p.m. to
8 p.m.
Back to School Night for grades
seven and eight will be on Aug. 10
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Students may pick up schedules
and pay fees at this time.
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DAYS OM V

Calico
Print

Craft
Felt

2.49 ycl

1.88 yd

eg ?953'

rag 34i

bu" Wide

Dress
Flannel
$1 Oft Yd
reg 598

REGISTRATION
Tues., Aug. 15
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Corner of S. 9th Ext.
& Fairlane
Register 753-4647
H.K r;,ng Experience *5 Qualified Instructors
*3',4 Y 44a,
*AMF Gymastics Equipment *Complete Line Dance Supplies
*Member of: SADM, CNADM, DEA, USGF & ASCAP

Butterick

Patterns
Ribbon
Glue Stick

45"x36"

1/2 off Baby Quills
'7.95
Serger
20% off Thread
.1.88 ea
104 ea Elastic 2 pkg./$1.00

MURRAY SEWING CENTER
• Bel-Air Shopping Center
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Many people hear the word
"alternative", and they automatically assume it means "punishment." Not so at the Calloway
County Alternative Program. All
students in that program are there
by choice — their own choice and
their parents choice. In fact, the
program is so successful there is a
waiting list of applicants.
Designed to serve students that

are at risk of dropping out of high
school and students that are at risk
of loosing their driver's license
because of Kentucky's "No Pass,
No Drive" law, the Calloway
County Alternative Program has
programs for students who are
primarily interested in the work
world, for others who are challenged by the arts, for teen parents
who have the double load of

school and child, and for students
who can be successful in the
regular high school program if
they get a little extra help.
Thanks to the strong involvement of parents and the hands-on
support of community businesses
and individual mentors, wonderful
opportunities for learning abound.
Program options are highly flexible and include a wide variety of
community-based learning projects, short and long term mentorships, technology-focused projects, demonstrating proficiency
in a subject through assessment,

s

and interdisciplinary projects ol
all kinds. This fall The Alternative
Program will extend it's regular
school day to include night school
sessions as an accommodation for
students who work full time.
In addition to using the entire
community as the classroom, students in The Alternative Program
work in a high tech environment,
with much of their work done
using computers as a tool for
learning.
Students must meet workplace
standards for behavior while they
are at school and as they work in

CUSS
the community, so they learn to
focus on becoming an adult and
meeting adult standards in order to
be successful.
Each student has an Individual
Graduation Plan, a personalized
contract that outlines exactly what
they must do in order to earn
credit. Students, teachers, parents,
and administrators have the opportunity to work together — one
student at a time — to design
personalized instruction. Creative,
II See Page 19

•Murray Elementary...
4

FROM PAGE 3
continue its "Books Alive" Halloween celebration, which was new
last year. Instead of masquerading
as ghoulish characters, children
are invited to dress as their favorite book character.
Other events which will involve
all students in the school are a
holiday musical in November and
a school-wide celebration of "heritage" in March.

-(Clothes,Ilo• oks_&Supplies
__
_•(.A.o_wer_Intere• st_itate___
5
___-CloNver_httonthly.Parleta
•LYariableloanier.rns___

Principal Hurt is pleacr:d that all
plans for the year were made by
teachers working together with
input from parents.
"Although we are not formally
a site-based school," she said,"we
use much the same process to
make major decisions affecting
our school."
Principal Hurt praises the Murray Elementary PTO for its enthusiastic support of the schools'
programs.
Presidents of the PTO, for the
second year, are David and Jen-

nifer Taylor. Vice president is
Amy Sykes, teacher representative is Matlene Perry, and treasurers are Lori and Rick Melton, all
also for the second year. New on
the Board is secretary Lynn
Dowdy and publicity chairs Leona
and Don Colson.
As well as holding regular
meetings, the PTO plans to send
home a newsletter every other
month. Tentatively on the schedule for Oct. 29 is a "PTO Family
Night" — during which parents
can socialize with other parents
and teachers in an informal setting. A spring "fun fair," already
scheduled for March 29, will
replace the fall festival. Parents
will also help with the "Play Day"
in May.
Joining the staff of Murray
Elementary this year are four new
teachers — Michelle Wheeler,
Martin Ridgeley, Marcy Back,
and lama Whitesides,all of whom
are recent Murray State University graduates. lama Whitesides is
well known to Murray Elementary

•
Welcome students, faculty and staff to
Murray and Pier 1 Imports

fo7clit—
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Chances are if you have good credit
we'll lend you up to $15,000 with
no collateral required.

REPUBLIC
&Trust
BANIKCompany
Member FDIC • Murray, KY

Let us help you decorate your home, apartment
or dorm with attractive home furnishings
at equally attractive prices.

Now Through Thurs. the lath

e

L

Up To 750
10 On
SidelA.Ilk Sale Leftovers

Featuring 'Vi I'.tr, Rattan & Metal furniture.
1201 Main Street
759-163C
Open 6 Days•Week.
Saturdays 9-12'

Merl imparts
on

The Republic pomp of banks - bentuaty owned & proudoft'
Benton • Bowling Green • Elizzbethlown • Frankfort • Lexington
Louisville • Mayfield • Murray • Owensboro • Paducah • Shelbyville

Chestnut St

Hours. 94) M-F;
9-5 Sat.; 1-5 Sun.

children through her work with
Kids' Company, the afterschool
childcare program which meets at
Murray Elementary.
Teacher teams at Murray
Elementary are as follows:
Teachers in "Trail Blazers are
Rebecca Cunningham, Marilyn
Dill, Mary Gail Johnson, Matlene
Perry, and Genese Reid.
"Adventurers"
are
Holly
Bloodworth, Michelle Wheeler,
Lynda Purcell, Janet Shepherd,
and Lisa Skillem.
"Moonbeams" are Mary Ann
Carter, Lashlee Foster, Martin
Ridgeley, Marcy Back, and Barbara Wildcy.
"Starshine" teachers are Carolyn Colson, Kandi Dawson, Jama
Whitesides, and Carla Rexroat.
Teachers in special areas at
Murray Elementary School are
Donna Alexander, speech/language pathologist; Glen Arterburn, art and critical thinking
skills; Faye Beyer, Chapter I/
reading; Kim Black, music; Chris
Cain, physical education; Tina
Dunn, librarian; Tonda Thomas,
special education; and Mary Valentine, counselor.
Tina Dunn accepted the librarian position this year after five
years as a PI -P2 classroom teachers. The library has been redecorated and redesigned. The new
floor plan includes several learning centers, where children are
invited to investigate print and
audio/video materials on topics
which engage their interests.
Teachers' aides and instructional assistants, all of whom are
returning from last year, are
Donna Apple, Carol Chapman,
Debby Dick, Cathy Elias (Writing-to-Read), John Karanja, Debbie Miller, June Pierce, and Susan Simmons.
School secretaries are Janice
Howe and Janice McClard.
Parents who have questions
about Murray Elementary or who
are unable to attend "Fee Day" are
asked to call the school office at
753-5022.
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MSU sets'Great
Beginnings' Aug. 19
New and returning Murray
State University students will be
charmed with a host of "Great
Beginnings" as they arrive on
campus starting Saturday, Aug.
19. First year students will have
early dorm access as the residence
halls open Saturday at 9 a.m, for
freshmen-only check in. Remaining students may move in beginning at noon on Sunday. Aug. 20.
Staff will be available for questions from parents and students
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Ballroom,
located on the third level of the
Curris Center.
MSU School Relations, a division of student affairs, has put
together a schedule of activities,
stretching over a week, to welcome entering freshmen students
and help make their transition to
college life a pleasant experience.
"Great Beginnings" kicks off Aug.
19 and will feature information
booths, free food, giveaways, movies, music, sumo wrestling,
bungc run, and many more activities. Additional information on
any of the Great Beginnings activities may be obtained by calling
(502)762-2896 locally or toll-free
at 1-800-272-4678.
The Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach is
hosting "Great Beginnings for
Freshman Adults" on Aug. 22 to
answer specific questions of nontraditional students. Registration
for this program is required by
Aug. 16. For more information

call locally at (502) 762-4150 or
toll-free at 1-800-669-7654.
Fall semester classes begin
Thursday, Aug. 24. This includes
all classes on campus, as well as
evening classes and those held at
off-campus locations. Students
who have pre-scheduled will be
able to pick up their packets
needed to complete registration at
Cutchin Fieldhouse according to
III See Page 17

Temperatures may be scorching, but fall is in the air as Murray
State University prepares for the
influx of more than 8,000 students
soon to arrive on campus at the
beginning of the Fall 1995 semester.
The university will welcome
new and returning students with a
series of events lasting more than
one week. "Great Beginnings"
will feature a welcome true to
Murray tradition, with information booths, free food, giveaways,
movies, music, sumo wrestling,
bunge run and many more activities to help students feel at home in
their new surroundings. University faculty and staff will be on
hand to help students move into
university housing for freshmen
students on Saturday, Aug. 19 at 9
a.m., and upperclassmen on Sunday, Aug. 20, beginning at noon.
Students who have pre-scheduled may pick up packets needed
to complete registration at
Cutchin Fieldhouse on Aug. 2123. Registration scheduling/drop
add and fee payment will be held
in the Curtis Center Ballroom (3rd
level) beginning Monday, Aug.
21, with the first day of chsses
slated for Thursday. Aug. 24.
Before students begin arriving
on campus,the faculty and professional stall will gather for the
annual luncheon and convocation

Thursday. Aug. 17, at noon in the
Curris Center Ballroom. An Information Exchange will also be held
from 11 a.m, until noon on the

third floor concourse.
Other major activities already
NI See Page 17
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EBA hosts back to school party Aug. 14
Emmanuel Baptist Academy
will hold an Open House and Back
to School Party Monday, August
14 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. at the
Academy, which is located on the
First Floor of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church,(1/2 mile west of
Southwest Elementary on Wiswell Road). The school is still
accepting applications for students in Grades K-6. Emmanuel

Baptist Academy is affiliated with
the 52 Southern Baptist Churches
of the Blood River Baptist Association.
E.B.A. offers a Christian environment for educational excellence by employing state certified
teachers and a challenging curricula from a variety of Christian
textbook publishers. Students will
study the Bible daily, as well as

"oys g Books

Reading, Handwriting, Composition, Spelling, Grammar, Math,
Science/Health, History/Geography, Music, Art, P.E., Foreign
Language and Computer. Daily
devotions, weekly chapel services
and scripture memory are part of
the curricula.
The school is open for students
at 7:30 a.m. with classes beginning at 8:00 a.m, and ending at

Geosafari it Puzzles g Games

It's School Tim

2:45 p.m. Students will enjoy two
fifteen minute recesses each day.
A Before and After School Care
Program will be offered from 6:30
a.m. to 7:40 a.m, and from 3:00
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. for an extra fee.
The school calendar is as follows: First Day of School, August
17; Labor Day Holiday, September 4; Inscrvice,October 13; Eke
Lion Day, November 7; Thanks-

giving Holiday, November 22,23,
24; Christmas Holiday December
19 through January 2; President's
Day, February 19; Mini-Break,
March 13, 14, 15; Spring Break,
April 8 through 12; Last Day of
School. May 22.
Parent Teacher Conferences are
held quarterly and report cards are

III See Page 21

School releases
calendar for year
Emmanuel Baptist Academy science/health, history/geograwill hold an open house and back phy, music, art, physical educato school party Monday, Aug. 14 tion,foreign language and compufrom 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the ter. _ Daily devotions, weekly
Academy, which is located on the chapel services and scripture
first floor of Sinking Spring Bap- memory are part of the curricula.
tist Church, 1/2 mile west of
The school is open for students
Southwest Elementary on Wis- at 7:30 a.m., with classes beginwell Road. The school is still
ning at 8 a.m, and ending at 2:45
accepting applications for stup.m. Students will enjoy two 15dents in grades K-6. Emmanuel minute recesses each day. A
Baptist Academy is affiliated with
before and after school care progthe 52 Southern Baptist Churches ram will be offered from 6:30 a.m.
of the Blood River Baptist to 7:40 a.m, and from 3 p.m. to
Association.
5:30 p.m. for an extra fee.
The academy offers a Christian
The school calendar is as folenvironment for educational ex- lows:
cellence by employing state certiFirst Day of School: Aug. 17.
fied teachers and a challenging
Labor Day holiday: Sept. 4.
curricula from a variety of Christlnservice: Oct. 13.
ian textbook publishers. Students
Election Day: Nov. 7.
will study the Bible daily, as well
Thanksgiving Holiday: Nov.
as reading, handwriting,composition, spelling, grammar, math, • See Page 20
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•MSU readies...

4

FROM PAGE 15
on the calendar for the fall semester include:
•Aug. 31 - Murray State Racers
begin the 1995 football season
with an away game against Western Kentucky, Smith Stadium,
Bowling Green, 7 p.m.
-Sept.4 - Classes dismissed and
offices closed in observance of
Labor Day.
•Sept. 12 - Barry Williams
"Greg Brady" Lecture, Curris
Center Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.
•Sept. 16 - Racer football host
Southeast Missouri in their OVC
home opener at Stewart Stadium,
7 p.m.
-Oct. 7 - Inauguration of MSU
President Kern Alexander, and
traditional Founder's Day ceremonies featuring presentation of
Horseshoe
coveted
Golden
awards.
•Oct. 14 - Homecoming. "As
Time Goes By." Events include
morning parade, Teni ,City reunion areas, and MSU Racers vs.
Morehead State at 2:30 p.m. Many
related activities scheduled Oct.
12-15.
-Oct. 27 - Classes dismissed for
Fall Break; resume Oct. 30.
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•Great Beginnings...

•Nov. 4 - Family Weekend. FROM PAGE 15
Activities for MSU students and
their families. Highlights include
the student's assigned time or
tailgate party, Racer football later.
game, soup and sandwich meal
Fee payment and other registraand entertainment by comedian
tion steps will be held in the Curris
Vic Henley. Reservations reCenter Ballroom. Schedules for
quired for some activities. Call
Aug. 21-23 are indicated below.
(502)762-6987 for more informa-Monday,Aug.21 — Freshmen
tion.
only (no exceptions): Last names
-Nov. 6 - Advance scheduling (A-C), 8-9:30 a.m.;(D-G), 9:30for spring 1996 semester begins. 11 a.m.;(H-K), II am. to 12:30
•Nov. 17 Racer Basketball p.m.; (L-0), 12:30-2 p.m.;(P-S),
Team opens the 1995-96 season 2-3:30 p.m.; (T-Z), 3:30-5 p.m.
with a match against Athletes in
•Tuesday, Aug. 22 — Seniors:
Action at 7:45 p.m. in Racer (A-K),8-1 1 a.m.;(L-Z), 11 a.m. to
Arena, Cutchin Fieldhouse.(Tentative)
•Nov. 22 - Classes dismissed
and offices closed in observance
of Thanksgiving holiday; resume
at normal time Nov. 27.
•Dec. 3 - Hanging of the Green,
university and community traditional celebration of the Christmas
season. Receptions on each level
of the Curris Center beginning at4
p.m., followed by ceremony at 5
p.m.
•Dec. 8- Last day of classes for
fall semester.
•Dec.9-15. Final examinations.

1 p.m. Juniors:(A-K), 1-3 p.m.;
(L-Z), 3-5 p.m.
-Wednesday, Aug. 23 — Sophomores: (A-C), 8-9:30 a.m.;
(D-G), 9:30-11 a.m.; (H-K), 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.;(L-0), 12:30-2
p.m.; (P-S), 2-3:30 p.m.; (T-Z),
3:30-5 p.m.
Students classified as graduate
or irregular, visiting, or non-degree may register at any of the
times listed for Aug. 22-23. A
special one night only evening
registration for part-time and
evening students will be held
Thursday, Aug. 24 between the

hours of 5 and 7 p.m. Fee payment
and other registration steps will be
held in the Curris Center Ballroom
through Wednesday, Aug. 30.
This is the last day to enroll in any
regular full-semester course and
the last day to drop any fullsemester course without a grade.
Drop/add and other registration
steps move to the registration
office on the first level of Sparks
Hall beginning Thursday, Aug. 31
at 8 a.m. For additional information, call the Murray State admission and registrar's office at(502)
762-3741.

IN Murray Middle...
FROM PAGE 6
teachers have met several times
during the summer to plan for the
new year.
Students will be based in homerooms although there will be some
cross-grading by ability and
teacher Learning; teachers may
also cooperate to teach interdisciplinary blocks, where the same
topic is approached from different
subject areas.
Special teachers (art, music,
and p.e.) will meet with all grades.
four through eight; classes in
"critical thinking skills" will also
be taught for all grades. Industrial
technology is offered for grades
five, six and eight, and band are
offered for grades 6-8.
Foreign language will be a part
of the curriculum for selected
classes this year through a
cooperative agreement with Murray State University foreign language departments. The classes
will be taught by MSU students
under the supervision of a classroom teacher.

kug. 17.
Sept. 4.

Nov.

'Pak

An effort is underway to transfer the reading room adjacent to
the library into a electronic reference room. Principal Se iber hopes
to offer students controlled access
to the internet by October. With
the addition of shelving and new
furniture, the school also plans to
transform a vacant classroom in
the Austin building into a "branch
r, • /• malibrary." Fu• t •
teriaLs will'
. Aerof the
e.sts and readl
Aders.
fourth and fit it•
Seiber said that new play-

ground equipment will be installed in front of the Austin
building as soon as possible, perhaps before the beginning of the
school year. The Murray Board of
Education approved the purchase
of the play equipment in July; the
Murray Middle School PTO contributed a percentage of the cost as
did an anonymous benefactor.
The playground equipment has
been eagerly anticipated by last
year's fourth graders. Built of
treated pine, it includes slides,
swings, a crawling tub, and a fort
or playhouse structure. It will,
according to its manufacturers,
accommodate 60 children at one
time. The Murray Middle playground will also boast a new
soccer goal this year.
The annual "Back to School"
night for parents is scheduled for
Thursday, September 7, 7-8:30
p.m. At the event, which is sponsored by the PTO, parents will
meet with their children's teachers
and learn about plans for the year.
Cheryl Naulty and Joan Hayman are co-presidents of the PTO
for the 1995-96 school year.
Among other events planned by
the PTO area book fair in November and the annual Spring Fling.
The group would also like to
sponsor a major fundraising project soon after the beginning of the
year. Individuals with ideas for
fund-raisers are encouraged to
contact PTO officers.
Parents with questions about
registration or Murray Middle
School are invited to call the
school office at 753-5125.

•

BACK TO SCHOOL
IN STYLE
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MCA )egJns third yeai
c_tu-isuan Academy is
preparing for its third year of
operation. In 1993, this school
was formed by a group of parents
who saw the need to provide
academic excellence in a Christian
environment. ,
MCA is located in the facilities
of Immanuel Lutheran Church at
the corner of Main and 15th Street.
This year, MCA will offer instruction to students in kindergarten through grade six. Students
will have opportunities for
"hands-on" learning, critical
thinking and meaningful integration of subject areas. We will
continue to offer Spanish, arts,
music, and an after school chess
club.
We are happy to announce the
addition of Anna Beane, Carrie
Murray

211

Blair, and Daneue Gray to
staff of certified teachers. Mrs.
Beane, our fifth-sixth grade
teacher, is a native of Murray. She
and her family have recently relocated here from Starkville, Mississippi. Mrs. Blair,our second-third
grade.teacher, will be Moving to
Murray from Columbia, Mississippi. Her husband, Jimmy, is the
new youth pastor at First Presbyterian in Murray. Both teachA new program for our fourth,
fifth, and sixth graders will be
added this year. Our students will
have an opportunity to participate
in Beginning Band. Many of our
students have special interest in
instrumental music. "t his program
will provide a challenging and
exciting opportunity for them.

crs nave beer; completing Master
of Education in Gifted Studies
degrees this summer. Ms. Gray, a
graduate of Murray State, is a
native of Princeton, Ky. She will
be teaching fourth grade.
These teachers and others on
our staff will be available to meet
parents and students already enrolled, as well as, prospective
families during the morning ol
Aug. 15, from 9 a.m, to noon.
The first official day for students is Aug. 17. Students in
kindergarten attend class from 8
a.m. to noon. Students in first
though grade six begin class at 8
a.m, and end at 2:30 p.m. If you
would like more information about the school or would like to
enroll your child, please call 7591321 or 759-1270.

Sandy Linn, youth services director for the Calloway County
Public Library, would like to
invite parents to check out the
Story Hour programs held weekly
at the library.
Story Hours are book-centered
enrichment programs which includes picture books, storytelling,
games, songs and crafts. Story
Hours are designed to help instill a
love for reading and to have fun
sharing books. They are held on
Tuesday and Wednesday mornings 10:30-11:30 a.m, in the library meeting room. These programs are for children age 3 to 7.
A 30-minute version of Story
Hour is offered for children 2
years of age. It is called the

II
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Parents and I wus program. The
parent stays with the child and
helps the child with listening and
sitting skills. This program helps
the younger child adjust to participating in a group setting. Special
stories, fingerplays and crafts that
are appropriate for this young age
are used. Parents and Twos is held
on Tuesday and Wednesday
9:30-10 a.m.
Fall Story Hours will begin
Sept. 5. Anyone wishing more
information about these programs
may call the libLrary at 753-2288.

East,

The Calloway County Public
Library is located at 710 Main
Street. Library Hours are Monday
through Friday, 9 am. to 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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I- n c
- ements for first,timers
kindergarten/primary level 1 students)to have the following items:
-Physical: This must be done
within six months prior to school
entry and must be documented on
a Kentucky Department of Education form.
'Immunization certificate: All
immunizations must be up-to-date
and on a Kentucky certificate.
-TB skin test certificate: This
must be done 18 months prior to

initial entry into school (kindergarten/primary level 1) and must
be on a Kentucky form.

certificate are not acceptable.

certificates.
As of the 1991 school year, all
students entering the sixth grade
must have a new physical within
one year of the start of school and
a second MN1R vaccine.
These must also be on the
appropriate Kentucky forms.

m. The
ild and
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n helps
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Special
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mg age
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Inesday

First time enrollees into the
Calloway County school system
(including kindergarten/primary
level 1 students) and sixth grade
students entering Calloway Midhealth
have
special
dle
requirements.
For the benefit of the children's
health and welfare, the Kentucky
state law requires all students
entering any Kentucky school systems for the first time (including

I begin
g more
-ogram s
3-2288.

Eastwood Christian holding registration

Public
0 Main
vlonday
8 p.m.
m. and
1.

e!

Kart)

J

Eastwood Christian Academy
is now holding registration for the
1995-96 school year for kindergarten through twelfth grades.
Eastwood is where experience
makes a difference. The school
was organized in 1978. Eastwood
uses the Beka curriculum, which
has been used in Christian schools
across the nation for over 40 years,
combined with experience and a
dedicated Christian faculty.
Eastwood Christian Academy
offers three quality programs.
Kindergarten classes at ECA give
a child a delightful learning experience. At ECA,kindergarten is
IlOt a babysitting service or a play
school, but an enjoyable learning

program designed to fit the child
with a good educational foundation on which to build. Kindergarteners are reading by the end of
the first semester and will have
read many books by the end of the
year.
At the elementary level, great
emphasis is placed on the basic
fundamentals of education. A
strong phonics program produces
nci "non-readers." A mathematics
program that combines the best of
modern and traditional systems
provides an excellent mathematics base. Penmanship is still considered important. Homework,report cards, orderly classrooms,
concerned teachers, and informed

'Social security card: The
school system must have a copy of
the actual card.
•Birth certificate: This must be
a copy of the original birth certificate from the Bureau of Vital
Statistics. The one received from
the hospital or a billfold size

parents arc the rule, not the exception.
Christian High offers the high
school student the opportunity to
receive an outstanding academic
education. The philosophy of
ECA is to teach the students not
only how to make a living, but
how to live. College preparatory
courses are required for graduation from ECA with 23 credits
required to graduate.
Each year the students compete
in the Kentucky State Christian
School Bible, Fine Art, Academic
Tournament in Louisville. Over
500 students competed from
across the state this year. Eastwood took five first place honors

ICOMMIE‘TTIE
SEL.CWIATILiar

If your child was in the Calloway County school system last
year, this information should already be on file. Ubstikver, parents
may check with the kcretary at
their child's school or the school
nurse to see if everything is upto-date.
By Kentucky law, no student
should be enrolled without these

Most doctors and the Calloway
County Health Department should
be aware of these forms and rules.

in religious reading, typing, Engl- is taught specifically and systeish, science and history. Also, the matically to all students four days
school took four second place a week. A chapel service is held
once a week with various speakers
honors.
Bible is the most important
subject in the Christian school and • See Page 20

III Alternate school...
FROM PAGE 14
Twila
instructors
dedicated
Adams, Jim Carpenter, and Susan
Williams are designing a new
system for insuring high academic
standards for the program, with a
way to measure individual progress in meeting those standards.

Because the program is personalized and flexible, students can
complete their education in a program suited to their situation. Director Marilyn Willis invites interested people to stop by and visit at
any time. For more information,
call 759-9427.

Now that it's back-to-school time, be careful
of youngsters crossing the streets.
Drive with caution.
Our children are our future.

REMEMBER THE KM
FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St_

(502)753-5273
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•Eastwood...
PAGE 19
FROM
invited.
Patriotism and manners are
stressed. Prayer, pledges to the

flag and patriotic songs are common practices each day. Students
are taught to respect parental and
judicial authority. Each student

Eyewear for

practices Biblical principal for
honoring the opposite sex.
Eastwood Christian Academy
is a member of the Blue Grass
Association of Christian Schools
and the American Association of
Christian Schools. Students are
Stanford
administered
the
Achievement Tests near the end of
the school year. ECA students
perform well above the national
level and are also in the top

percentile ranking
Christian schools.

with other

Parents may register a student
by calling the school office (7537744) or come by the school
located one mile east on Highway
94.
Eastwood Christian Academy
offers moming kindergarten classes with an extended afternoon
care in the afternoons.

Upcoming calendar events for
ECA are as follows:
Aug. 21-30: Bookstore open
(books may be picked up for the
1995-96 school year).
Aug. 23-25: Teacher Orientation.
Aug. 28: Student/Parent Orientation (all students and at least one
parent are required to attend.

•
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September 5: School begins.

•Southwest supplies...
FROM PAGE 11

Variety of price ranges
I year warranty on all frames
F2r I
e449.3

ICA/

only
Visa1MC Accepted • 10-6 M-F, 10-I Sat. • 305 N. 12th St. • 753-8641

Jones, Cleaver,
Robertson, Herndon
Fiskars Scissors, 16 or 24
crayons, water-based magic
markers, water color paints, 2
writing tablets(may be bought at
school for 5042 each), 10 plain
pocket folders(2 each red, blue,
green), 15 regular lead pencils,4
glue sticks, book bag, 1 blank
cassette tape and 2 spiral notebooks.
Wish list (optional)
Play-doh, bubble-blowing liquid, pipe cleaners, cotton balls,
brass brads (large and small),

glitter, styrofoam cups, Q-tips,
childrens books (no longer used
at home), hangers, paper plates
(large and small), yarn, bags of
treats for snack (no gum),Ziploc
bags (large and small), colored
tissue paper. Fiandi-tak, ribbon,
lace, buttons, lunch bags (white
and brown), small treats and toys
from Happy and Fun Meals,
stencils and ink stamps.
PI-P2
Contri and Cherry
Book bag, Fiskars scissors, 16
or 24 crayons, water-based
magic markers, water color
paints, 2 writing tablets (may
bought at school for 500 each),

10 plain pocket folders (2 each
red, blue, green), 15 regular lead
pencils, 4 glue sticks. Elmer's
glue, I blank casseue tape, 2
spiral notebooks and Kleenex.
Wish List (optional)
Play-doh, bubble-blowing liquid, pipe cleaners, cotton balls,
brass brads (large and small),
glitter, Styrofoam cups, Q-tips,
hangers, paper plates, yearn,
bags of treats for snack(no gum),
Ziploc bags (large and small),
color tissue paper, Handi-tak,
ribbon, lace, buttons, lunch bags
(white and brown), small treats
and toys from Happy and Fun
Meals, stencils and ink stamps,
and
stickers.

II Emmanuel..
FROM PAGE 16
22-24.
Christmas Holiday: Dec. 19Jan. 2.
President's Day: Feb. 19.
Mini-Break: March 13-15.
Spring Break: April 8-12.
Last Day of School: May 22.
Parent/Teacher Conferences

Serving Murray Since 1989
Cornehson, Chrector

Kathy E Wilson Asst ()rector

(502) 753-5227 • 109 S. 15th St.
HOURS:
6.1 5 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Mon -Fri.
(
Closed For Major Holidays

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.
+
Full Day Educational Preschool Program For Ages 6 weeks to 5 years.

are held quarterly and report cards
are sent home every nine weeks.
Mid-term deficiency reports will
be sent home for any student with
less than a "C" average in any
class.
School lunches will be catered
by Murray-Calloway County
Hospital if parents and students so
elecL Otherwise, students will

bring lunches. Refrigeration soda
microwave oven are available.
Emmanuel Baptist Academy is
looking forward to a great year
helping the parents and churches
of this area "Prepare our children
to be the Light of the World." For
more information. call 751-6487
or 437-4432.
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•Emmanuel...

IN East supplies...
FROM PAGE 10

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1995

(regular ruled), 1 ruler with both
metric and standard measures, 1
pencil box, 1 Elmer's glue, 1 box
crayons, I pkg. magic markers
(optional), 1 pair scissors.
Mrs. Cothran and
Mrs. Hooks- 5th
6 pocket folders with center
brads, 8 regular pencils, 1 pkg.

notebook paper for folders (regular ruled), 2 spiral notebooks
(regular ruled), 1 stenographer's
pad, I ruler with both metric and
standard measures, I Elmer's glue,
I pair scissors, 1 box crayons, 1
pkg. magic markers (optional), 1
pencil box (small), NO TRAPPER
KEEPERS OR OTHER LARGE
NOTEBOOKS.

FROM PAGE 16
sent home every nine weeks.
Mid-Term deficiency reports will
be sent home for any student with
less than a "C" average in any
class.
School lunches will be catered
by Murray Calloway County Hospital if parents and students so
:lea_ Otherwise, students will

bring their lunches. Refrigeration
and a microwave oven are available.
Emmanuel Baptist Academy is
looking forward to a great year
helping the parents and churches
of this area "Prepare our children
to be the Light of the World." For
more information call 753-6487
or 437-4432.

9

II New faculty...
FROM PAGE 4
experience with Kids' Company,
the after school childcare program
that operates at Murray Elementary. Marcy Back is married to
Murray Middle School math
teacher Rusty Back.
Also joining the Murray
Elementary faculty is Michelle
Wheeler, who spent last year as a
music teacher in the Crittenden
County school system.
Responsibility for hiring new
teachers rests with the principal,
who is advised by the school
council. New teachers go through
an application and interview
process.
Several individuals have assumed new positions within the
school system.
At the school's central administrative office, assistant superintendent Willie Jackson will work
on a part-time basis this year,
retaining his duties as transporta-

tion director and director of pupil
personnel. Judy Muchleman, who
has divided her time as an administrator in the central office and a
teacher at Murray High School,
assumes some of Jackson's duties
full-time
a
will
be
and
administrator.
Andy Corbin, formerly the director of the school system's Extended School Services program,
Joins the faculty of Murray High
School to teach math and physical
education. Corbin will also work
half-time as the Murray High dean
of students, while Mark Brady,
who retired from teaching last
year, continues to work part-time
as assistant principal.
The new ESS coordinator is
James Payne, who worked last
year as an aide for the Chapter I/
Reading program at Murray Middle School. Payne is based at
Murray Middle School and will
supervise the system's tutoring

program and the early moming
A.M. Learners program at Murray
Elementary and Murray Middle
School,
Both Corbin and Payne will
continue to coach football at Murray High School.
Other teachers who have accepted new positions include Margot McIntosh, who has transferred
from her position at Murray Middle school to be the new home
economics teacher at Murray
High School,and Tina Dunn, who
has left the primary classroom for
the Murray Elementary library.
Before the beginning of the
school year, the school system
will hire an art teacher for Murray
High School to replace Lynn
Warren, who resigned to accept a
full-time position at Reidland
High School:a new special education teacher, and a new half-time
teacher for the gifted/talented
program.

"We have our roots where
others have their branches."
PEOPIIS BANK OF MURRAY
A NAME YOU HAVE RELIED ON FOR SIXTY YEARS
We have worked hard M establish our name as an important part ot this community
We sham your concerns about the impact of a large,outotaown bank branch changing
its name to one similar to PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY I lowever, the change gin,
beyond a name It represent. a style of busine,that works Mr them, but maybe ni
tor you. We will continue to use our good name to WI'Ve your needs
Experience the I tometown Bank Advantages at .. PEOPI ES RAW OF MURRAY.

Peoples Bank
Of N1ur1 \ , Kciltuk

Purchase our terrific Buffet
and get a Regular Sirloin
Steak for just 99 more.
Our Buffet features ppm:ht entree,. tresh n.ei,etaHes an.:. •
cnsr.(Fulled salads. And for a 'muted t;nrc !,•
•
'IT'.
our Bidet, gel a Regul
it thi,,1::!irw lust pm(

sirra

PlIONE: 767-226;

BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-0440
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tes listed
Mrs. Hendrick and
Mrs. Wall
1 box crayons, 4 folders with
pockets, 1 clipboard, 1 book bag
or back pack, 'teachers will collect $1.25 for year's supply of
paper and pencils.

al

INTERMEDIATE GRADES
Mrs. Gibson, Mrs. Patterson
& Mrs. Scott - 4th
4 pocket folders with center
brads, 8 pencils, 1 pkg. loose leaf
notebook paper for folders (regular ruled), 1 spiral notebook
(regular ruled), 1 ruler with both
metric and standard measures, 1
pencil box, 1 Elmer's glue, 1 box
crayons, 1 pkg. magic markers
(optional), 1 pair scissors.
Mrs. Cothran and
Mrs. Hooks - 5th
6 pocket folders with center
brads, 8 regular pencils, 1 pkg.
notebook paper for folders (regular ruled), 2 spiral notebook!,

We have some new faculty
members at East, and they will
look forward to meeting parents
and their students. The faculty and
staff positions are:
Patsy Whitesell (principal);
Melisa Stark (guidance); Lisa Hill
(secretary); Vickie Williams
(nurse).

East Elementary School
(regular ruled), 1 stenographer's
pad, 1 ruler with both metric and
standard measures, 1 Elmer's glue,
1 pair scissors, 1 box crayons, 1

TITLE I
Sue Davenport (teacher), Jo
Beth Robertson (teaching assistant), Lesley Emerson (teaching
assistant), Marilyn Flood (teach-

East Elementary gives
new students program

REGISTER
24f NOW
for the 1995-1996
school year at
Eastwood Christian
Academy.
Kindergarten through 12th grades

pkg. magic markers (optional), 1
pencil box (small), NO TRAPPER
KEEPERS OR OTHER LARGE
NOTEBOOKS.
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Traditional Classroom Approach

East Calloway Elementary will work. Someone will be there to
have a "Start-to-School" for Entry help parents with bus routes.
(Kindergarten) level students REMEMBER - AUG. 13 IS FOR
ONLY on Sunday afternoon, Au- ENTRY LEVEL ONLY.
gust 13. from 2:00-4:00 p.m.
The remainder of the student
During this time, children and
body—all Primary students and
parents can meet the teachers and Intermediate students--will attend
tour the building. Entry level "Back-to-School" on
Tuesday
students who haven't been regis- night, August 15, from
6:00-8:00
tered before can take care of it on p.m. The teachers will
be present
this day. Parents who have com- to talk with parents,
supply lists
pleted some paperwork and have will be posted and representatives
certificates and documents to turn from P.T.O., Food Service, and
in will be able to do this. Tables the bus drivers will be
available to
will be set up in the lunch room help.
and representatives from the
P.T.O. will take membership dues
The P.T.O. will serve refreshand the Food Service will take ments on both Sunday afternoon
pre-payment and help with paperand Tuesday night.

ing assistant), Angie Crouse
(teaching assistant), Angela Johnson (teaching assistant).
PRIMARY TEAMS
Marjorie Grady (A), Heidi
Heiss (A), Thenia Gibson (A),
Shelia Nance (A), Fonda Grogan
(B), Martha Leet (B), Barbara
McCuisten (B), Richard Beam
(B), Shelia Cooper (B), Debbra
Puckett (C), Mary Janice Cooper
(C), Linda Hendrick (C), Shirley
Wall (C).
PRIMARY TEACHING
ASSISTANTS
Barbara McPhail, Shirley Garrison, Carol Burkeen.
COMPUTER LABS
Candy Webb (Apple), Jane
Potts (IBM).
RESOURCE TEACHERS
Linda Stalls (music), Eddie
Moths(P.E.), Debbie Ernstberger
(library), Jeff Dunn (art).
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Janice Hasty (primary), Sondra
Bruce (primary), Janay McKee
(intermediate), Bethany Smith
(primary), Judy Barber (intermediate), Reed Rushing (intermediate), Susan Blackford (speech language), Nancy Proctor (teaching
assistant), Rita McCuisten (teaching assistant), Jeanne Underhill
(teaching assistant), Susan Burkeen (teaching assistant).
INTERMEDIATE
Margaret Gibson (4th), Diane
Patterson (4th), Sally Scou (4th),
Diana Cothran (5th), Linnie
Hooks (5th).

Known For Experience
'Curriculum that has been provenfor over 40
years (students rank well above national
level on achievement tests.)
*Faculty average experience level offaculty
ls 8 years

Clothes + Doctor

Individual Instruction
pupll-teacher ratio averages 10 1

College Prep classes required for graduates
Competition Encouraged
sports & academics

1 111

Call Now 753-9744 or 953-1834
for appointment
flT

11111
Eastwood Christian
Academy
11,1;

"Academic Excellence In A Spiritual Environment."

CLEANERS
Dry Cleving & ludry
Altoralius
Mdding Gum • Drapos
Convenient Drive-Up Window:

753-2276

%
OFF

Jeff & Laura Wilson - Owners

"Quality Is Out Specialty"

All Drycleaning

EVERY 521 S.12th St.
MONDAY
p.m.
(Old Jerry's Restaurant)

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5:30

r,tug.nr. mut omen.,

sr.1

Sat. 7.30 a.m.-1 p.m.

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES
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For all your insurance needs
call or come by

ROSS INSURANCE
753-0489

600 Main St.

INSURANCE

1.

Be prepared to stop
quickly when near schools
and playgrounds.

2.

Adhere to all speed restrictions in school zones.

Lou V. McGary
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing 8 Insurance Companies
11611166, "Free help in filing claims for my clients."

4

444:41;1!

4. Never pass a school bus
that is loading or unloading
children.

Fay.
WO•ndrn•,

3rd & lS,101155
753-5234

of the World

5.

Lite Insurance Soclet,
1.m.• 011ker Ommita sun..

r'MicPeine
200A N. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Watch for children suddenly darting out into the
street.
Look for and obey all
school zone signs.

MARTIN DAVENPORT, R.Ph.,
Owner

-'•4-.9245

Insurance of all types.
Including Young Dover Coverage

107 N. 4th St.
3. Exercise extreme caution
when driving in bad weather.

4011, Wood men

Bob Nanney
Insurance

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

753-7890
•

Woodmen offer"•
snide meter,. ol 501
Insorance plan, nnk•
590.501 599250k?, on
Insurance protectton
t•xsdefened
Interwar features Ts,
Ilnd the pt•n thar
meet, ono, nee.

t.

Drive
Carefully!

753-4937

1aisto ,i IiA
/c,
r iwrern.rwrt/ .

Warm,.0 nr.rwl../
strerron, •nss statuisn
To rmo,.ens.,
jit

(

. _

Tim Scruggs
Woodmen Bldg.
Srd a Pimple
753-4377

Woodmen

4
:

I's

Life Insurance Seeley

h

of the World ....mu.. cuc.......c.

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
311 North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4612
We stand on the strength of our seroce

_

•

